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> INTRODUCTION
> WHEREAS, AT&T Broadband, formerly MediaOne of Massachusetts, Inc. (hereinafter
"AT&T" or"Licensee") is the duly authorized holder of a license to operate a Cable
Communications System in the City of Beverly, Massachusetts (hereinafter the "City"), said
license having originally commenced on May 4, 1991;
> WHEREAS, AT&T, by its predecessor, filed a written request for a renewal of its license
by letter dated May 19, 1998, in conformity with the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984
and filed a renewal proposal dated November 13, 2000, and the parties conducted subsequent
negotiations;
> WHEREAS, there has been an opportunity for public comment, and both parties conducted
ascertainment to ascertain the future cable-related needs of the community, as required by Section
626(h) of the Cable Communications Policy Act;
> WHEREAS, the City's Mayor, as the Issuing Authority, finds that the renewal of AT&T's
license is appropriate in light of its past performance, its renewal proposal and successful and
mutual resolution of compliance-related matters under its prior license, with such resolution being
the adoption of this renewal license;
> NOW THEREFORE, after due and full consideration, the City and AT&T agree that this
Renewal License is issued upon the following terms and conditions, as set forth herein.
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ARTICLE 1 - DEFINITIONS
Section 1.1 - DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this License, the following words, terms, phrases and their derivations
shall have the meanings given herein, unless the context clearly requires a different meaning.
When not inconsistent with the context, the masculine pronoun includes the feminine pronoun,
words used in the present tense include the future tense, words in the plural number include the
singular number and words in the singular number include the plural number. The word "shall" is
always mandatory and not merely directory.
Access Channel - A video programming channel which Licensee makes available to the
City without cost for the purpose of transmitting non-commercial programming by members of
the public, City department and agencies, public schools and educational, institutional and other
non-profit organizations, subject to and in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 531.
Access Corporation: The entity, designated by the Issuing Authority pursuant to the terms
herein, for the purpose of operating and managing the use of Public, Educational and
Governmental (PEG) Access funding, equipment and channels on the cable television system.
Basic Service: That tier of service which includes the retransmission of local television
broadcast and public, educational and government access channels, as defined by Federal Law.
Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 ("CCPA" or "Cable Act"): Public Law No.
98-549, 98 Stat. 2779 (1984), amending the Communications Act of 1934, and effective on
December 29, 1984, as further amended by the Cable Television Consumer Protection and
Competition Act of 1992, Public Law No. 102-385 106 Stat. 1460 (1992) and the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, Public Law No. 104-458, 110 Stat. 56 (1996).
Cable Service: The transmission to subscribers of video programming or other
programming services, together with subscriber interaction, if any, which is required for the
selection or use of such programming which Licensee may make available to subscribers
generally.
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Cable System: A facility, consisting of a set of closed transmission paths and associated
signal generation, reception, and control equipment, that is designed to provide cable service
which includes video programming and which is provided to multiple subscribers within the City,
as defined by Federal and State Law.
Channel: A band of frequencies in the electromagnetic spectrum, or any other means of
transmission (including without limitation, optical fibers or any other means now available or that
may become available), which is capable of carrying a composite video signal.
CMR: Code of Massachusetts Regulations.
Commission: The Massachusetts Cable Television Division of the Department of
Telecommunications and Energy, formerly known as the Massachusetts Community Antenna
Television Commission.
Community Television Programming: Programming produced by Licensee's staff or in
conjunction with Public, Educational or Governmental Access volunteers.
Downstream Channel: A channel over which signals travel from the Cable System
headend to an authorized recipient of programming.
Educational Access: The specific channel and the programming thereon on the Cable
System which has been allocated for use by educational organizations and institutions in the City
of Beverly, and the use thereof, to present non-commercial educational programming or
information as determined by the Issuing Authority, and in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 531 and the
terms hereof.
Effective Date: May 4, 2001
FCC: The Federal Communications Commission, or any successor agency.
Government Access: The specific channel and the programming thereon on the Cable
System which has been allocated for use by the City of Beverly, the Issuing Authority or their
designee(s), and the use thereof, to present non-commercial programming or information as
determined by the Issuing Authority, and in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 531 and the terms hereof.
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The channel may be a shared government and public access channel, in accordance with the terms
hereof.
Issuing Authority: The Mayor of the City of Beverly, Massachusetts.
Leased Access Channel: Any channel available for lease for programming by persons
other than Licensee subject to and in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 532.
Licensee: AT&T Broadband, formerly MediaOne of Massachusetts, Inc., or any successor
or transferee in accordance with the terms and conditions in this License.
Local Programming: Local programming,, also known as Community Television
Programming, produced by Licenseeand/or its staff including such programming as produced in
conjunction with community volunteers.
Pay Cable or Premium Cable Services: Programming delivered for a fee or charge to
subscribers on a per-channel basis or as a package of services, not including basic service and
other regulated tiers.
Prior License: The Cable Television License in effect prior to the execution of this
Renewal License, for the period May 4, 1991 through May 3, 2001originally issued toContinental
Cablevision of Massachusetts, Inc., as amended.
Public Access: The specific channel on the Cable System which has been allocated for use
by individuals and/or organizations, and the use thereof, to present non-commercial programming
in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 531 and the terms hereof. The channel may be a shared public and
government access channel in accordance with the terms hereof.
Public, Educational and Govemment Access ("PEG Access"): The right or ability of any
Beverly residents or organizations, schools and governmental entities to use designated facilities,
equipment and/or channels of the Cable System in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 531 and this
Renewal License.
Public Ways: The surface of, as well as the spaces above and below, any and all public
I
streets, avenues, alleys, highways, boulevards, concourses, driveways, bridges, tunnels, parkways
and ways that are in the nature of streets and roads or any other easements or rights of way
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dedicated for compatible uses, and other publicly owned real ways within or belonging to the City
now or hereafter existing. Reference herein to "Public Way" or "Street" shall not be construed to
be a representation or guarantee by the City that its property rights are sufficient to permit its use
for any purpose without applicable legally required permits, or that the Licensee shall gain or be
permitted to exercise any rights to use property in the City greater than those already possessed by
the City.
Standard Service Package (also now known as Standard Cable) - A combination of cable
service tiers, consisting of the Basic Service tier, and other basic service tiers, as those tiers are
defined by the FCC, as provided by the Licensee as of the Effective Date and including any
individual broadcast channels or cable networks added to these tiers as a result of the
reconstruction of the Cable Communications System.
City: The City of Beverly, Massachusetts.
Upstream Channel: A channel over which signals travel over the Cable System to the
headend from remote points of origination.
ARTICLE 2
GRANT AND TERM OF LICENSE
Section 2.1 - GRANT OF LICENSE
Pursuant to the authority of Chapter 166A of the General Laws of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 as further amended by the Cable
Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992 and the Telecommunications Act of
1996, and subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, the Mayor, as the Issuing Authority
of the City, hereby grants a non-exclusive cable television license to Licensee, authorizing and
permitting Licensee to construct, upgrade, install, operate and maintain a Cable Communications
System within the corporate limits of the City of Beverly.
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Section 2.2 - RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES OF LICENSEE
Subject to the terms and conditions herein, the Issuing Authority hereby grants to Licensee,
the right to construct, upgrade, install, operate and maintain a Cable Communications System in,
under, over, along, across or upon the Public Ways of the City of Beverly within its municipal
boundaries and subsequent additions thereto for the purpose of cable television system reception,
transmission, collection, amplification, origination, distribution, and/or redistribution of Cable
Services, I-Net services, cable modem services and other services customarily provided by a cable
operator subject to and in accordance with all applicable laws.
Section 2.3 - APPLICABLE LAW
This License is granted under, in compliance with and subject to Chapter 166A of the
General Laws and all other general laws and acts of the Legislature, and in compliance and subject
to all applicable federal law, including, but not limited to, all rules of the Federal Communications
Commission ("FCC"), as amended, and in compliance with and subject to all other municipal,
state and federal rules and regulations in force and effect during the period for which this License
is granted. This License is subject to all rules and regulations of the Massachusetts Community
Antenna Television Commission. Any reference herein to federal, state and municipal laws, by-
laws and ordinances, whether statutory or regulatory, shall be deemed to encompass the present
terms thereof as amended from time to time during the license term.
Section 2.4 - TERM OF RENEWAL LICENSE
The term of this non-exclusive Renewal License shall be for a period of ten years and shall
commence on May 4, 2001, following the expiration of the current license, and shall terminate at
midnight on May 3, 2011.
Section 2.5 - TRANSFER AND ASSIGNMENT OF RENEWAL LICENSE
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(a) To the extent required by G.L.c. 166A, Section 7, and the regulations of the
Commission promulgated thereunder (207 CMR 4.00 et. seq.), this License or control thereof shall
not be transferred, assigned or disposed of in any manner, voluntarily or involuntarily, directly or
indirectly, or by transfer of control of any person, company or other entity holding such License to
any other person, company or other entity, without the prior written consent of the Issuing
Authority, which consent shall not be unreasonably or arbitrarily withheld. Such consent shall be
given only after a public hearing upon a written application and forms therefor as provided by the
Commission and on FCC or other applicable forms. The application for transfer consent shall be
signed by Licensee and by the proposed transferee or assignee.
(b) Any transfer or assignment of license shall, by its terms, be expressly subject to the
terms and conditions of this Renewal License and obligations, if any, arising from the award of
this Renewal License. Any transferee or assignee of this Renewal License shall be subject to the
terms and conditions contained in this Renewal License.
(c) The Licensee shall submit to the Issuing Authority four (4) copies, unless otherwise
directed, of the license transfer application, including any forms required by state or federal law.
SECTION 2.6 - NON-EXCLUSIVITY OF LICENSE
(a) This Renewal License shall not affect the right of the Issuing Authority to grant to any
other Person a license or right to occupy or use the streets, or portions thereof, for the construction,
upgrade, installation, operation or maintenance of a Cable Communications System within the
City of Beverly; or the right of the Issuing Authority to permit the use of the Public Ways and
places of the City for any purpose whatsoever. The Licensee hereby acknowledges the Issuing
Authority's right to make such grants and permit such uses.
(b) The grant of any additional cable television license(s) shall not be on terms more
favorable or less burdensome when taken as a whole relative to those contained in this Renewal
License. The grant of any additional cable television license(s) shall be at the sole discretion of the
Issuing Authority.
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(i) In the event that the Licensee believes that any additional cable television
license(s) have been granted on terms and conditions more favorable or less burdensome than
those contained in this Renewal License, when taken as a whole, the Licensee may request, in
writing, that the Issuing Authority convene a public hearing on that issue. Along with said written
request, the Licensee shall provide the Issuing Authority with written reasons and reasonable
evidence for its belief. At the public hearing, the Issuing Authority shall afford the Licensee an
opportunity to demonstrate, with reasonable evidence that any such additional cable television
license(s) are on terms more favorable or less burdensome than those contained in this Renewal
License, when taken as a whole. The Licensee shall provide the Issuing Authority with such
financial or other relevant information as is requested.
(ii) Should the Licensee demonstrate and the Issuing Authority find that any such
additional cable television license(s) have been granted on terms and conditions more favorable or
less burdensome than those contained in this Renewal License, when taken as a whole as per
above, the Issuing Authority and Licensee shall consider and negotiate, in good faith, equitable
amendments to this Renewal License.
(iii) The Licensee shall not request, or receive, amendments in connection with any
services, facilities, funding and/or fee requirements in this Renewal License that have been
satisfied as of the date of the public hearing in subsection (b)(i) above.
(c) The issuance of additional license(s) shall be subject to applicable federal law(s), and
M.G.L. Chapter 166A and applicable regulations promulgated thereunder.
(d) In the event that a Multichannel Video Programming Distributor (other than a licensed
cable operator under clause (b) above), which is not in any way an affiliate of the Licensee,
hereafter provides Programming to residents of the City, and is not required by applicable law to
be licensed by the Issuing Authority, and to the extent that the Licensee reports to the Issuing
Authority, in writing, that the providing of such Programming of such Multichannel Video
Programming Distributor is having a substantial negative impact upon the financial viability of the
Licensee's Cable System in the City, the Licensee may request, in writing, that the Issuing
9
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Authority convene a public hearing on that issue. The Issuing Authority shall convene said
hearing within sixty (60) days of receipt of a hearing request from the Licensee.
(i) Along with said written request, the Licensee shall provide the Issuing Authority
with a written basis and written reasons with reasonable evidence for its determination of such
substantial negative material impact. At the public hearing, the Issuing Authority shall afford the
Licensee an opportunity to present the basis and the reasons for its determination. The Licensee
shall provide the Issuing Authority with such financial and other relevant information as is
relevant to the proceeding..
(ii) Should the Licensee demonstrate with reasonable evidence that the Programming
of such Multichannel Video Programming Distributor is having a substantial material negative
impact upon the financial viability of the Licensee's Cable System in the City, and the Issuing
Authority finds a substantial negative material impact upon the financial viability of the Licensee's
Cable System in the City, the Issuing Authority shall consider and negotiate, in good faith,
equitable amendments to this Renewal License.
(iii) The Licensee shall not request, or receive, amendments in connection with any
services, facilities, funding and/or fee requirements in this Renewal License that have been
satisfied as of the date of the public hearing in subsection (d)(i) above.
(iv) As of the Effective Date of this Renewal License, the parties hereto agree that
any Multichannel Video Programming Distributor(s), which are not in any way an affiliate of the
Licensee and are currently providing Programming to residents in the City, are having no
substantial negative impact upon the financial viability of the Licensee's Cable System in the City.
(v) Should the parties not agree about any matter with regard to this section, the parties
reserve their state and federal appellate rights.
Section 2.7 - POLICE AND REGULATORY POWERS
By executing this License, Licensee acknowledges that its rights are subject to the powers
of the City to adopt and enforce general ordinances and bylaws necessary to the safety and welfare
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of the public and of general applicability and not specific to this License or to cable operators only.
Licensee shall comply with all applicable laws and ordinances enacted by the Issuing Authority
pursuant to any such powers.
Section 2.8 - REMOVAL OR ABANDONMENT
Upon termination of this License by passage of time, license revocation or otherwise, and
unless Licensee renews its License for another term or Licensee transfers the Cable System to a
transferee approved by the Issuing Authority, Licensee shall remove its supporting structures,
poles, transmission and distribution systems and all other appurtenances from the Public Ways and
places and shall restore all areas to their original condition.
If such removal is not completed within six (6) months after such termination, the Issuing
Authority may deem any property not removed as having been abandoned. Notwithstanding this
Section, to the extent federal law applies pursuant to Section 2.9 (Proceedings Upon Expiration or
Revocation), the applicable provisions of federal law (47 U.S.C. 547) shall govern.
Section 2.9 - PROCEEDINGS UPON EXPIRATION OR REVOCATION
In the event that this License is revoked, and all appeals have been exhausted, or that it
expires, and the Issuing Authority determines not to renew this License and all appeals have been
exhausted, or the License otherwise terminates, the Issuing Authority and the Licensee shall
implement the provisions of Section 627 of the Cable Act, 47 U.S.C. 547, by transferring the
Cable System to the City or a subsequent licensee in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 547.
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ARTICLE 3
SYSTEM DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
Section 3.1 - AREA TO BE SERVED [SEE G.L.c. 166A §3(a)]
(a) The areato be served shall be the entire City of Beverly. Service shall be provided to
every dwelling occupied by a person requesting Cable Service and shall continue to be available
on every street where dwellings currently have Cable Service available, provided that the Licensee
is able to obtain from property owners any necessary easements and/or permits in accordance with
Section 621 (a)(2) of the Federal Cable Communications Act of 1984. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, with respect to public ways that are currently not wired for cable service, if any,
Licensee's obligation to extend the Cable System to subscribers for the standard installation charge
shall be limited to streets with ten homes per street mile.
\
(b) Provided Licensee has at least forty-five (45) days prior notice concerning the opening
of residential subdivision trenching, or of the installation of conduit for the location of utilities, it
shall install its cable in such trenching or conduits or may seek permission to utilize alternative
trenching or conduits within a comparable time frame. If a substantial quantity of cable is required
for a large subdivision and said quantity is not in stock, the Licensee shall be allowed additional
time for said installation. The Issuing Authority, or its designee, shall exercise reasonable efforts
to have the Planning Board and developers give timely notice of trenching and underground
construction to the Licensee.
Section 3.2 - SUBSCRIBER NETWORK
(a) The Licensee shall continue to make available to all residents of the City a minimum
seven hundred fifty Megahertz (750 MHz) Cable System, fed by means of a fiber-optic
transportation cable network, fully capable of carrying at least ninety (90) NTSC video channels in
the downstream direction and four (4) NTSC video channels in the upstream direction. The Cable
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System shall continue to utilize a hybrid fiber-coaxial cable architecture with fiber running to
nodes within the City, or use any such superior cable system technology within the City.
(b) The Licensee shall not remove any television antenna of any subscriber but
shall offer a device to allow subscribers to choose between cable and non-cable television
reception.
(c) The Cable System shall be technically capable of transmitting City-specific access
programming and commercial programming, provided however, Issuing Authority acknowledges
it has no rights nor ability to mandate specific programming.
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Section 3.3 - SERVICE TO RESIDENTIAL DWELLINGS: STANDARD DROP
The Licensee shall make its service available to every residential (non-commercial)
dwelling unit in the service area in the City regardless of its geographical location, subject to
Section 3.1 above. Installation costs shall be nondiscriminatory except that an additional charge
for time and materials may be made for customized installation within a subscriber's residence or
except when Licensee is engaged in marketing promotions. Any dwelling unit within two hundred
feet (200 ft.) of the cable plant for an aerial drop, or one hundred fifty feet (150 ft.) for an
underground drop, shall be entitled to a standard installation rate, however, Licensee may
reasonably charge subscribers for nonstandard and customized installations. Subscribers may be
charged for drops in excess of the standard footage for materials and labor, and upon request,
subscribers shall be provided an itemized cost estimate for the same prior to acceptance of the
terms for such non-standard drop.
Section 3.4 - - SERVICE TO MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS AND SCHOOLS
(a) Licensee shall provide, free of charge, one (1) drop, outlet and the Standard Service
Package (for video), including the level of service which includes Cable in the Classroom
programming as long as Licensee receives Cable in the Classroom programming under
agreements or pursuant to terms similar to those which are currently in place, excluding premium
and a la carte channels, to public schools and municipal buildings along its cable routes upon
written request of the Issuing Authority.
(b) Any classrooms or other locations in Beverly public schools, municipal buildings and
such non-profit institutions as have been previously wired by Licensee and provided free service,
or where service outlets were installed by Licensee, shall continue to receive such activated outlets
of free service as already provided.
(c) All future newly constructed schools shall be provided with the standard drop for the
Standard Service Package. Where a school has its own internal wiring for video distribution,
Licensee will, following consultation with the City or its designee and subject to system
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compatibility, interconnect its cable to the new school's internal wiring hub (also known as wire
closet or main distribution frame) in lieu of interconnecting individual classrooms.
(d) All future municipal buildings, including public schools, along the cable routes shall
receive, free of charge, one residential cable system drop tied into the new building's internal
wiring hub or wire closet (also known as main distribution frame) so that the cable service can be
transmitted from the new building hub to individual rooms within the building. Upon request of a
new municipal building architect, including new public school architect, or architect's designee,
Licensee shall meet with such architect or architect's designee to provide reasonable consultation
on how the municipal building wiring may be designed to be compatible with such cable service
transmission to and from the building hub/wire closet, however, the Issuing Authority
acknowledges that such consultation is limited in nature and that Licensee is not responsible for
incompatibility, if any, for wiring deployed by school or municipal contractors. In the event of
construction of a new public school within the City during the term hereof, or if in other situations
walls are open and ready for wiring and if requested by the Issuing Authority, Superintendent of
Schools (or their designees) in a timely manner, Licensee shall donate wire as needed for cable
video distribution, including (with respect to a new public school) wire for one video outlet for
each of the classrooms, library and media rooms.
(e) If necessary to receive the Standard Service Package, Licensee will continue to provide
a converter to existing classrooms having converters, and, with respect to new buildings with
internal wiring, shall provide only so many converters as needed to distribute standard cable
service into the internal wiring network, at no charge to the City, however, in the event of
vandalism or gross negligence damaging such converters, the School Department shall be
responsible for same.
(f) If requested by the Issuing Authority, Licensee shall provide an additional two
classrooms per public school floor with subscriber system outlets except that in the High School, if
requested by the Issuing Authority, an additional ten subscriber system outlets per public school
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floor shall be provided, however, to avoid multiple installations, any request for such High School
outlets shall be for not less than five such outlets at a time.
(g) Nothing herein shall require an additional cable system drops to non-school municipal
buildings and any other locations (including non-profits) which already were provided a cable
system drop as of the effective date of this License shall continue to have such existing drops as
previously provided in accordance with the terms as of the effective date of this license.
Section 3.5 - STANDBY POWER
The Licensee shall maintain a minimum of three (3) hours standby power at the headend
facility and any sub-headend facilities servicing the City. Such standby power shall have
continuous capability, contingent upon availability of fuel necessary to operate generators, and
shall become activated automatically upon the failure of normal power supply. Upon written
request by the Issuing Authority or by its designee, Licensee shall furnish evidence to the Issuing
Authority on an annual basis that such standby power has been tested annually and is in good
repair.
Section 3.6 - TREE TRIMMING
In the installation, maintenance, operation and repair of the poles, cables, wires and all
appliances or equipment of the Cable System, the Licensee shall avoid unnecessary damage to
trees whether on public or private property in the city and shall cut or otherwise prune such trees
only to the least extent necessary. No cutting of trees on City property shall occur except upon a
permit in writing from the City Tree Warden or other person designated by the Department of
Public Works provided that such written permit is a requirement of general applicability and not
specific to Licensee or cable television operators. Licensee shall make its best effort to secure the
permission of the property owner prior to reasonable tree trimming, and in any event, shall be
subject to local ordinances, if any, with respect to tree-trimming on public or private property.
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Section 3.7 - UNDERGROUND WIRING OF UTILITIES
In areas of the City having both telephone lines and electric utility lines underground,
whether required by ordinance or not, all of Licensee's cable and wires shall be underground.
Licensee shall comply with all applicable state laws and regulations concerning Massachusetts
"DIG-SAFE" requirements.
Section 3.8 - PEDESTALS AND VAULTS
In any cases in which vaults housing devices or pedestals are to be utilized, in the City
Public Ways or within the City public layout, such equipment must be in accordance with
applicable Public Works Department, or similar department, regulations or flush at ground level;
provided, however, that Licensee may place devices, including amplifiers and line extenders in a
low-profile electronic control box, at City approved locations to be determined when Licensee
applies for an underground permit, as may be authorized by the City subject to requirements of
general applicability. In any event, Licensee will comply with City ordinances and regulations of
general applicability with respect to the foregoing.
Section 3.9 - PRIVATE PROPERTY
Licensee shall be subject to all laws, ordinances or regulations regarding private property
in the course of constructing, upgrading, installing, operating and maintaining the Cable
Communications System in the City. Licensee shall promptly repair or replace all private
property, real and personal, damaged or destroyed as a result of the construction, upgrade,
installation, operation or maintenance of the Cable System at its sole cost and expense.
Section 3.10 - RESTORATION TO PRIOR CONDITION
Whenever the Licensee takes up or disturbs any pavement, sidewalk or other improvement
of any private way, Public Way or public place, it shall be replaced and the surface restored in as
good condition as before entry as soon as possible, subject to approval of the City's Department of
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Public Works or their designee provided that such approval is a requirement of general
applicability and not specific to Licensee or cable television operators. If the Licensee fails to
make such restoration within a reasonable time, the City may fix a reasonable time and notify the
Licensee in writing of the restoration required and the time fixed for performance. Upon failure of
the Licensee to comply within the time specified, the City may cause proper restoration and repairs
to be made and the reasonable expense of such work as itemized shall be paid by the Licensee
upon demand by the City.
Section 3.11 - COOPERATION WITH BUILDING MOVERS
The Licensee shall, upon thirty (30) days request of any person holding an appropriate
permit issued by the City, temporarily raise or lower its lines to permit the moving of any building
or other structure, so long as other comparable utilities are subject to similar requirements. The
expense of such raising or lowering shall be in accordance with applicable law.
Section 3.12 - RELOCATION OF FACILITIES
The Licensee shall, at its expense, temporarily or permanently relocate any part of the
Cable System when required by the City for good reason such as traffic, public safety, street
construction, installation of sewers, drains, water pipes, power or signal lines or setting of new or
replacement utility poles. In this respect, the Licensee shall be treated the same as other affected
utilities.
Section 3.13 - RELOCATION OF FIRE ALARMS
The Licensee shall reimburse the City at cost for any reasonable expense including
materials and labor caused by relocation of any fire alarm cable or equipment to make poles ready
for Licensee's cable. The City shall cooperate in this relocation so as to minimize delay in
Licensee's construction schedule.
Section 3.14 - SERVICE INTERRUPTION; REBATES
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Licensee may interrupt service for the purpose of repairing, upgrading or testing the Cable
System and, if practical, Licensee shall do so only during periods of minimum use. Rebates for
service interruptions shall be in accordance with Section 7.5 of this Renewal License and
applicable law, including FCC customer service regulations.
Section 3.15 - CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE STANDARDS
(a) The Licensee shall construct and operate a Cable Communications System and render
service to subscribers consistent with all applicable regulations during the term of this License.
The construction, maintenance and operation of the Cable System for which this License is granted
shall therefore be in conformance with, among other things, the applicable provisions of the
National and Massachusetts Electrical Codes, the National Electrical Safety Code, the National
Television Standards Code and the rules and regulations of the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), the Massachusetts Cable Television Division, the FCC and generally
applicable street opening and grant of location laws. Upon written request of the Issuing
Authority, copies of any technical performance tests that may be required under FCC rules and
regulations shall be submitted to the City.
(b) All structures, lines, equipment, and connections in, over, under, and upon streets,
sidewalks, alleys, and Public Ways and places of the City, wherever situated or located, shall at all
times be kept and maintained in a safe condition and in good order and repair.
Section 3.16 - RIGHT OF INSPECTION
(a) In the event the Issuing Authority reasonably suspects non-compliance with Cable
System construction and maintenance terms of this License, the Issuing Authority or its
designee(s) shall have the right to inspect all construction, installation and/or upgrade work
performed subject to the provisions of this License and to make such tests as it shall deem
necessary to ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of this License and all other
applicable law. Any such inspection shall be conducted at reasonable times upon reasonable
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notice to Licensee except that inspection of cable wires in plain view on a Public Way shall not
require any such notice. Licensee shall have the right to be present at any such inspection. Any
such inspection shall not interfere with the Licensee's operations.
(b) Any tests conducted by the City shall be at the sole cost and expense of the City and
shall have the prior written approval of the Licensee. Unless otherwise mutually agreed upon, the
City shall give at least thirty (30) days prior notification to the Licensee of its intention to conduct
any testing.
Section 3.17 - EMERGENCY REMOVAL OF PLANT
If, at any time, in case of fire or disaster in the City, it shall become necessary in the
reasonable judgment of the Issuing Authority or any designee, to cut or move any of the wires,
cables, amplifiers, appliances or appurtenances of the Cable Communications System, the City
shall have the right to do so at the sole cost and expense of Licensee. Licensee shall be eligible,
where applicable, for reimbursement under any applicable government program providing for
reimbursement.
SECTION 3.18 - EMERGENCY AUDIO ALERT
The Subscriber Network shall comply with the FCC's Emergency Alert System ("EAS")
regulations. The Licensee shall have the additional technical ability of re-broadcasting specified
emergency messages in conjunction with the Massachusetts Emergency Management Agency
("MEMA") and the Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminstration ("NOAA"). The Licensee shall
assist the City, to the extent possible, in establishing and maintaining initial contact with MEMA
with respect to providing information on how the cable operator can and cannot provide
emergency communications through the MEMA network and Licensee shall provide information
as reasonably requested relative to local EAS communications through MEMA.
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ARTICLE 4
RATES AND PROGRAMMING
Section 4.1 - INITIAL RATES
The initial rates for all programming, installation and equipment which are in effect on the
Effective Date of this License are listed in Schedule 4.1 attached hereto. These rates are provided
for informational purposes only and are subject to change at Licensee's sole discretion pursuant to
applicable law.
Section 4.2 - RATE RE-REGULATION
The Issuing Authority reserves the right to regulate rates for cable service to the extent such
regulation is allowed at this time, or hereafter, under the applicable federal and state law.
Section 4.3 - PROGRAMMING CATEGORIES
Licensee has offered and shall provide the following cable services:
(1) the broad categories of broadcast stations, satellite services and other cable
services set forth in Schedule 4.3 attached hereto;
(2) all PEG Access channels required by Section 5.1 (Community and PEG Access
Programming) of this License.
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Section 4.4 - PROGRAMMING TIERS
(a) The initial programming and services offered by Licensee are listed in Schedule 4.4,
attached hereto. This schedule of programming tiers is provided for informational purposes only
and is subject to change at Licensee's sole discretion pursuant to applicable law.
(b) Nothing in this section shall preclude any right of the Issuing Authority to participate
in the formulation of a basic cable programming service for the City, should such right be granted
to the City under applicable federal or state law in the future.
Section 4.5 - LEASED ACCESS
Pursuant to the Cable Act, 47 U.S.C. 532 (b) (iii) (B), Licensee will make available
channel capacity for commercial use by persons unaffiliated with Licensee. Upon request,
Licensee shall provide interested persons a copy of its current leased access policy with current
rates and terms for commercial leased access.
Section 4.6 - STEREO TV TRANSMISSIONS
Provided that Licensee's headend is capable of receiving more of a television broadcaster's
programming day in stereo, Licensee shall transmit this broadcast programming in stereo to its
subscribers.
Section 4.7 - CHANNEL LINEUP
Licensee shall notify subscribers 30 days in advance of significant channel changes in
accordance with Massachusetts Cable Division regulations. Licensee shall notify the Issuing
Authority 30 days in advance, each time its channel lineup changes including all channel
reassignments, additions or deletions, insofar as it is within the Licensee's reasonable ability to
provide such notice. If notice cannot be given in advance, then it shall be given within thirty (30))
days of such changes. In the event of program line-up changes, Licensee shall provide each
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subscriber with an updated channel lineup on an annual basis to show program line-up changes, if
any.
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Section 4.8 - REMOTE CONTROLS
Licensee shall allow subscribers to purchase, from parties other than the Licensee, and to
utilize remote control devices which are deemed compatible with the converter installed by
Licensee. Licensee may require a separate reasonable charge for use of the remote control capacity
of its converter.
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ARTICLE 5
COMMUNITY TELEVISION AND ACCESS
SECTION 5.1 - ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ACCESS CORPORATION AND RELATED
MATTERS
(a) By May 4, 2002, the Issuing Authority shall designate a non-profit charitable
corporation, known as an Access Corporation (hereinafter "Access Corporation") which shall
assume responsibility for the provision of Public, Educational and Governmental ("PEG") Access
programming, facilities and equipment for the residents of the City, pursuant to the provisions of
Article 5 herein. Using the funds provided by Licensee under Sections 5.1(c) and (d), it shall be
the responsibility of the Issuing Authority and the Access Corporation to find a new studio
location within the City of Beverly, with said location determined by the Issuing Authority; and as
further set forth in Section 5.1(f), Licensee shall transfer title to the existing studio equipment to
the new Access Corporation, for Access Corporation ownership and use at said new studio
location.
(b) From the Effective Date of this License through May 4, 2002 the Licensee shall
maintain the existing studio facility located at Tozer Road, Beverly subject to the terms herein,
with Licensee's operating budget for this one year transition period being not 'less than
$100,000.00, with said one year transition period as further described in this Article 5.
(c) The Access Corporation shall receive from Licensee annual payments for its
operational and other expenses equal to One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000.00) a year
commencing May 5, 2002, see Exhibit 5.1(e) for a payment schedule, with annual Cost of Living
Adjustments ("COLA") equal to 2.5% per year, with said inflation adjustments beginning on the
second annual payment (due May 5, 2003). To enable start-up and hiring in advance of the May 4,
2002 Access Corporation start-up date, Licensee shall upon thirty day advance writtten request
make a $40,000.00 prepayment to the Access Corporation (if said Access Corporation is duly
created by Articles of Organization approved by the Secretary of State), credited against the first
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year $150,000.00 payment, which $40,000.00 prepayment shall be no later than February 1, 2002,
and not before January 1, 2002.
(d) Payments for the Access Corporation capital, equipment, start-up, relocation and
renovations shall be as follows:
1. $275,000.00 equipment and funding payable to the Access Corporation May 4, 2002,
except that upon Access Corporation thirty day advance written request (if Articles of
Organization have been filed with and approved by the Secretary of State), Licensee shall prepay
$100,000.00 of said equipment funding to the Access Corporation, to enable the Access
Corporation to commence purchases as needed, payable no later than February 1, 2002, but not
before January 1, 2002.
2. $125,000.00 for studio relocation, renovation and start-up (for the Access Corporation's
relocation from Tozer Road to its own studio and for start-up costs), payable to the Access
Corporation May 4, 2002, except that upon Access Corporation written request (if Articles of
Organization have been filed with and approved by the Secretary of State) or upon Issuing
Authority written request, Licensee shall prepay $62,500.00 of said relocation/renovation fund to
the Access Corporation (less $20,000 payable to the Issuing Authority as set forth below), to
enable the Access Corporation to commence relocation and renovation as needed, payable no later
than February 1, 2002 (but not before January 1, 2002) and said $20,000.00 of said $62,500.00
payment shall be paid' to the Issuing Authority to purchase studio start-up technical, design,
architectural and studio planning services, to legally form and establish the Access Corporation
and for Issuing Authority cable-related costs.
(e) The Access Corporation shall provide services to PEG Access Users and the City as
follows:
(1) Operate the studio and schedule, operate and program the PEG Access Channels
as provided in accordance with this Article 5;
(2) Manage the annual funding, pursuant to Section 5.1 (c).
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(3) Purchase and/or lease equipment, with the funds allocated for such purposes in
Section 5. l(d) herein;
(4) Conduct training programs in the skills necessary to produce PEG Access
Programming;
(5) Provide technical assistance and production services to PEG Access Users;
(6) Establish rules, procedures and guidelines (with consultation with the Issuing
Authority or its designee) for use of the PEG Access Channels;
(7) Provide publicity, fundraising, outreach, referral and other support services to
PEG Access Users;
(8) Assist Users in the production of Programming of interest to Subscribers and
focusing on City issues, events and activities; and
(9) Accomplish such other tasks relating to the operation, scheduling and/or
management of the PEG Access Channels, facilities and equipment as appropriate
and necessary including development of and training in cable and cable-related
technologies useful to the City and general public.
(f) Licensee shall transfer ownership of the existing van, VIN#1FTEE14NXMHA61351,
("Vehicle") to the Access Corporation on or about May 4, 2002, for the purpose of community
productions and shall likewise transfer ownership of existing studio equipment listed in Schedule
5.1(t). Licensee makes no warranties or representations that will apply after the transfer of the
equipment (with respect to the condition of said Vehicle or Existing Equipment) and Issuing
Authority acceptance of equipment and van will be "as is," however, Licensee shall reasonably
maintain and repair such equipment and van prior to transfer to the Access Corporation such that
said equipment and van are in good working order. Licensee shall, after the transfer of title, have
no further responsibility for vehicle or existing equipment, including, but not limited to repairs,
license fees, and insurance etc. The foregoing equipment shall be owned by the Access
Corporation, but for use of the public and City and shall be made ready by Licensee for relocation
to the Access Corporation studio within fourteen days of a request for same. Licensee and the
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Access Corporation shall jointly cooperate to make said equipment ready for relocation including
the following: Licensee shall be responsible for physical detachment or unplugging of equipment,
and related breakdown of equipment as necessary for packing; the Access Corporation shall
provide a designee to be present and help oversee the readying of the equipment for moving; and
the Access Corporation's moving company and Licensee shall jointly assist with the actual
packing of equipment into boxes or wrapping for moving; upon relocation of the equipment to the
new studio, Licensee shall provide a designee to be present and help oversee the installation of the
equipment and Licensee shall interconnect the new studio, including modulators, to the cable
system, subject to Section 5. l(k). Said studio-cable system interconnection shall be completed
and tested no later than April 7, 2002.
(g) Any manufacturer's warranties and existing manuals that Licensee has with respect to
existing studio equipment transferred to the Access Corporation shall be transferred to the Access
Corporation. For the period May 4, 2002 through October 4, 2002, the Licensee shall provide
reasonable technical assistance via telephone or electronic mail to assist the Access Corporation
staff on the proper utilization of the studio equipment and systems installed by Licensee at the
studio. Subsequent to May 4, 2002, the Licensee shall have no obligations with respect to PEG
Access except as explicitly set forth herein. Further to the transition from Licensee to Access
Corporation studio, Licensee shall be responsible for interconnecting the new Access Corporation
studio (if it is along the cable route) to the cable system for regular access channel cablecasting.
(h) Licensee shall by February 1, 2002, equip the City Council meeting room, upon
authorization by the Mayor, with three remote controllable cameras, mounts, an accompanying
remote controllable system and associated equipment necessary for cablecasting City Council
meetings, and sufficient audio and lighting equipment, including installation, to be reasonably
satisfactory to the Issuing Authority, with an equipment and installation cost of $25,000.00 to
$30,000.00. Licensee shall within one hundred twenty (120) days from a written request of the
Superintendent of Schools, but no sooner than February 12, 2002 , equip a School Committee
meeting room with three remote controllable cameras, mounts, an accompanying remote control
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system and associated equipment necessary for cablecasting School Committee meetings, and
sufficient audio and lighting equipment, including installation to be reasonably satisfactory to the
Issuing Authority, with an equipment and installation cost of $25,000.00 to $30,000.00. Until
May 5, 2002, the City Council and School Committee meeting room equipment shall be
maintained and operated by Licensee. As of May 5, 2002, the foregoing meeting room equipment
shall be property of the City and School Department respectively and after May 5, 2002, the City
and School Department shall respectively be responsible for the costs of maintaining and repairing
the meeting room equipment, however, the Access Corporation shall operate the equipment for
regular meeting coverage.
(i) During the one year transition period, and throughout the balance of the license term,
Licensee shall provide two (2) subscriber network downstream channels for public, educational
and governmental access, which it will provide as follows: A composite public and municipal
government access channel, currently Channel 10, is reserved for and dedicated to both Beverly
public and municipal government access programming. An educational access channel shall
continue to be made available for and dedicated to educational access programming. Effective
May 4, 2002, said public and government access channel shall be under the management of the
Access Corporation, subject to public and municipal access rights in accordance with the federal
Cable Act, 47 U.S.C. 531 and the terms hereof. The educational access channel shall be under the
management of the Beverly Public Schools for non-commercial educational and school-related
programming and subject to such reasonable operating rules as the School Department may
adopt.The access channels shall not include campaign advertising or paid political advertising or
commercials, unless permitted by applicable laws and lawful channel rules, but may include
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acknowledgments of support and underwriting, consistent with the standards applicable to non-
profit public broadcasting stations.
(j) Residents of the City, and organizations based in the City, shall have the right to
produce programming on the public access channel, and shall have access to facilities and
equipment, upon completion of a training program, or upon certification of proficiency by Access
Corporation staff, and shall have access to training. The foregoing shall be subject to lawful rules,
if any, established by the Access Corporation, with consultation of the Issuing Authority. Public
use of the access facilities and channels shall be on a first come first serve non-discriminatory
basis subject to non-discriminatory and customary station scheduling practices and lawful
standards.
(k)(i) The cable system shall be capable of cablecasting from the existing Tozer Road
studio, from the new studio to which the Access Corporation relocates; from certain other I-Net
sites previously connected to the old I-Net as listed in Schedule 5.5(a) attached hereto and from
the new I-Net sites subject to Section 5.3. The costs of interconnecting the new studio location by
hard wire to the Cable System old I-Net or other upstream interconnection (for use until such time
as a new I-Net is completed and operable under Section 5.3), shall be shared equally by Licensee
and from funds made available to the City (under Section 5.3) as follows: if the extension of the
old I-Net to the new studio costs $25,000.00 or less, Licensee's portion (one half) may be passed
through over the balance of the term of the License and City's portion (one half) shall be credited
against the new I-Net funds (under Section 5.3). In the event that the City locates the new studio a
distance from the old I-Net requiring expenditure greater than $25,000.00 but less than
$50,000.00, said amount above $25,000.00 shall be credited against the Access Corporation's year
one funding due on May 5, 2002 (payable when the I-Net extension is successfully
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constructed). In the event that the City locates the new studio a distance from the old I-Net
requiring expenditure greater than $50,000.00 but less than $75,000.00, the amount over
$25,000.00 shall be credited against the first two years of Access Corporation funding (in two
equal credit amounts) including interest at prime plus two percent. In the event that old I-Net
extension requires additional funding, it will be charged against Access Corporation funding over
additonal years in accordance with the foregoing $25,000.00 per year charge against access
funding. Licensee shall make its best efforts to enable such I-Net extension to the new studio at
the lowest possible cost and Licensee will meet with the Issuing Authority's designee to discuss
the new studio location and the manner of I-Net extension, including an estimated I-Net extension
cost prior to proceeding (to enable the Issuing Authority to assess alternative studio locations).
Each access channel shall have the ability to transmit upstream to the headend via an effective and
reliable I-Net upstream channel.
(k)(ii) In the event that the Issuing Authority makes a written finding sent to Licensee by April 4,
2002, specifying exigent circumstances, that the City will require until August 4, 2002 to complete
the new studio relocation as required under Section 5.1, then during the three month period
between May 5, 2002 and August 4, 2002, the Access Corporation may have use of the existing
Tozer Road studio (without having its legal address there) and shall be responsible for Beverly
local and access programming, channels and equipment as set forth in Article 5 and in the same
manner as applicable to the Access Corporation for the balance of the term of the License; and by
said August 4, 2002, the Access Corporation shall in any event relocate to a new studio as
otherwise set forth in said Article 5. Access Corporation use of the Tozer Road studio during such
three month extension, if any, shall be subject to the hours and rules of studio operation otherwise
applicable to access volunteers. At the end of said three month extension, if any, Licensee will
assist with the relocation as set forth in Section 5. l(f) above.
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(1) Licensee shall be responsible for the technical maintenance and signal quality of such
downstream and upstream local channel transmissions notwithstanding the fact that Licensee is not
responsible for the production quality of public, educational or government access productions nor
is Licensee responsible for the access equipment not owned by Licensee. Signal transmission
quality on such channels shall be commensurate with those which apply to Licensee's regular
commercial channels and Licensee shall upon request provide copies of F.C.C. signal quality
proofs of performance with respect to the access channels.
(m) During the one year prior to the Access Corporation assumption of public, educational
and governmental access programming responsibilities, Licensee shall continue to operate the
existing Tozer Road local programming studio (the "studio"), subject to the following: (i) During
said one year transition, studio operating hours shall be not less than forty (40) hours per week,
including field work by Licensee's employees, including evening and weekend hours, with not less
than than thirty (30) hours being actual studio operation hours per week; (ii) During said one year
studio transition, the studio staff shall provide training and reasonable technical assistance to
access users, students and volunteer producers. Training shall include at least training in
customary studio and field production, editing and post-production skills. Licensee shall operate
the current studio and Licensee shall provide one full time staff person dedicated exclusively to
Beverly or two 20 hour staff persons with each having 20 hours dedicated exclusively to Beverly
during said one year transition; (iii) During said one year transition period, the existing studio
shall continue to serve Beverly for educational, governmental and public access programming.
During said one year transition, Licensee will be responsible to ensure coverage and cablecasasting
of regularly scheduled City Council and School Committee meetings. As the studio operations
during the first year of the Renewal License do not involve increased funding relative to the level
required under the Prior License, in accordance with the FCC's rules on external franchise costs,
there shall be no pass-through or rate increase associated with said first year continuation of the
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local studio; (iv) During the one year transition, the studio shall be under the management of the
Licensee but subject to educational, governmental and public access in accordance with the terms
hereof and Studio and other local programming shall be on dedicated local channels in accordance
with the terms hereof. (v) During the one year transition period prior to the transfer of equipment
to the Access Corporation, Licensee's community television/access van shall be available for
community television and public, educational or governmental access use for Licensee's Beverly
system upon seven days prior notice on a first come first serve basis, with no charge for such
access use. The studio mobile production van shall be available for use subject to the Licensee's
existing van rules or substantially equivalent rules (for the first year hereof).
(n) Should Licensee fail to timely make any payment required under this Renewal
License, and should such failure continue for a period of 10 days from written notice thereof, then
it shall additionally be charged interest which shall accrue from the date payment is due at an
annual rate not to exceed the prime rate of interest then current at the Chase Manhattan Bank of
North America plus two percent. Payment of this interest charge shall not preclude any other
remedy available to the Issuing Authority under applicable law.
(o) To assure the ability of the City's public schools to distribute educational programming
(video) to and from school buildings, the cable system or I-Net design shall be such that the
primary educational access channel shall be capable of transmitting educational programming
specifically from Beverly public schools to other Beverly public schools or to the subscriber
network. In the event a new I-Net is built pursuant to Section 5.3 below, the foregoing shall be
subject to said schools being on the list of new I-Net sites.
(p) Licensee agrees to "grandfather," that is to continue or not to remove, as applicable,
any local origination or access equipment, modulators or facilities actually provided as of the
expiration of the prior license, except where such removal of equipment or facilities is necessary
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for technical or safety reasons, and is replaced by equipment with equivalent capability, or as
otherwise consented to by the Issuing Authority. Notwithstanding any omission to expressly
assign title or ownership of equipment to the Issuing Authority, if by any prior license or prior
agreement title and ownership of any particular access equipment or facilities has been or was
required to be assigned to the Issuing Authority, the Beverly Public Schools or other municipal
agency, nothing in this License shall rescind such assignment of title or ownership to the Issuing
Authority, Beverly public schools or other municipal agency.
(q) Based on prior license franchise related costs and other obligations to be assumed by
the Access Corporation, it was a condition of the terms herein that Licensee's expenditure of
$50,000 to $60,000.00 towards City Council and School Committee meeting room set-ups, and the
$125,000.00 towards studio relocation, renovation and start-up will not result in rate pass-through
or rate increases to subscribers and likewise will not be line itemed on the bill. Similarly, based on
prior license franchise related cost issues and obligations assumed by the Access Corporation,
Licensee has agreed to reduce by 20 cents per month the amount it would pass-through to each
subscriber based on franchise costs includable in rate pass-through calculations.
Section 5.2 Miscellaneous Access Corporation Matters
(a) On or about the close of its fiscal year, the Access Corporation shall provide the Issuing
Authority with an annual report describing studio activity and expenditures, not for Issuing
Authority approval, but for Issuing Authority information and advisory consultation. Said report
shall be annually copied to Licensee or earlier (after filing with Issuing Authority) if requested by
Licensee. (b) Consistent with the current underwriting standards for Public Broadcasting System
non-commercial television stations, notices of support and underwriting may be permitted within
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or adjacent to access programs and revenues for same may be used for local access productions,
however, the foregoing underwriting, if any, shall not be the responsibility of the Issuing Authority
or Licensee, and any access producer benefiting from such underwriting shall be responsible for
handling of same.
(c) The Issuing Authority and/or Access Corporation (and Licensee prior to May 4, 2002) may
require members of the public to assume individual responsibility for any program-based liability
including but not limited to liability for copyright infringement or defamation, and to hold the
City, Licensee and Access Corporation harmless for same, subject to Cable Act and FCC
requirements and neither Licensee, Access Corporation nor the Issuing Authority are intended to
engage in pre-screening of public access program content except that Access Corporation
previewing may be necessary where the Access Corporation has credible advance knowledge of
unlawful programming, if authorized by Access Corporation rules. It is the intent of the parties
that producers be on notice that neither the Licensee nor the Issuing Authority assume editorial
responsibility for such individual's local productions and therefore are not liable for the errors, if
any, of such individual local access producers. (d) It is the intent of the parties that following
formation of the Access Corporation, said Access Corporation shall apply to the Internal Revenue
Service for tax exempt status as a charitable non-profit corporation. (e) To inform the public
about use of the local studio facilities and channels, the Access Corporation shall conduct periodic
outreach to publicize same, including reasonable cablecasting notice of the availability of the
equipment, facilities and of training. (f) Upon creation of the Access Corporation, the Access
Corporation will be responsible for covering regularly scheduled City Council and School
Committee meetings, and municipal meeting coverage shall be available for live cablecasting over
the access channels of other cable operators licensed to provide service in Beverly, if any,
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the access channels of other cable operators licensed to provide service in Beverly, if any,
however, as a condition of the foregoing, Licensee may require such other cable licensee, if any, to
pay the incremental costs resulting from the channel interconnection necessary for such
cablecasting.
Section 5.3 BFN I-Net
Licensee shall construct a new broadband fiber network (BFN) Institutional Network, with
construction of same to be completed by February, 2003. Licensee shall expend three hundred
thirty thousand ($330,000.00) on the construction of said I-Net and I-Net hub and the Issuing
Authority acknowledges that Licensee will not be able to reach and interconnect all municipal and
school sites within the City with such expenditure level. Accordingly, Licensee will build the I-
Net to interconnect as many of the sites as listed in the attached I-Net list (and in the order in
which they are listed) as can be interconnected within said budget and shall provide such BFN I-
Net and equipment as customarily provided and as further described in Schedule 5.3. Licensee
warrants the performance of said new I-Net for video, audio and high speed data transmissions,
allowing internet access over said new I-Net. The City will be responsible for end user equipment
and the Licensee will otherwise be responsible for I-Net plant and hub maintenance. With respect
to the Licensee constructed I-Net, the parties agree to meet to discuss new BFN I-Net locations,
specifications and/or terms as reasonably needed for the parties to implement the new I-Net
provided for herein. In the event of the new I-Net being activated and operational, the previously
existing I-Net shall no longer be required hereunder. Sites connected to the previous I-Net and not
on the new I-Net shall be deactivated.
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Section 5.4 - INTERNET ACCESS
Through June, 2003 the Licensee will upon the request from the Beverly School
Department, provide each public school in the City with one (1) free connection to on-line service
for personal computers, at such locations as are designated by the City. At a minimum, such on-
line service will provide access to the Intemet. Each school will, if requested, receive one (1)
free cable modem and free access to the on-line service. Said modems and on-line service shall
continue to be provided or made available to the City public schools until June 30, 2003 at no
charge to the City or School Department. The Licensee agrees to maintain one (1) free single-use
connection and unlimited access to such on-line service to the main branch of the Beverly Library,
pursuant to AT&T Broadband's's Library Connections program and subject to said Library's
acceptance of AT&T Broadband's's Library Connections sponsorship requirements. Said Library
facilities shall be used for the general benefit of the public. Licensee agrees that the schools may
connect their own on-site networking equipment to said cable modems, subject to compatibility
with Licensee's system, and upgrade at City's cost to a multi-user modem (permitting where
technically feasible, interconnection of local area networks within a school building to such multi-
user modem), however, Licensee shall not be responsible for the school networking equipment. In
addition, upon availability of intemet service to non-school municipal buildings, City offices shall
be offered cable modem and cable modem services for transmissions on the residential cable
system, to be purchased by the City pursuant to municipal discount programs if any, offered by
Licensee. Schools and municipal buildings shall have a drop capable of providing cable modem
service (or comparable technology or service) so long as such service is available within the City
(and subject to said drop being used customarily by Licensee elsewhere in Massachusetts as the
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means for delivery of such service), however, the foregoing does not imply a duty to provide cable
modem service free of charge.
Section 5.5 - EXISTING INSTITUTIONAL NETWORK ("I-NET")
(a) Licensee shall continue to maintain and operate the existing dual cable Institutional Network
("I-Net") as provided under the Prior License with a minimum capacity of transmitting 35 6 MHz
channels (or equivalent) in the upstream direction and 35 6 MHz (or equivalent) channels in the
downstream direction, however this obligation shall terminate when the new I-Net is built and
operational under Section 5.3 above. The foregoing shall have I-Net sites listed in Schedule
5.5(a). The existing I-Net will continue to be able to transmit video and audio from and among
those buildings listed in Schedule 5.5(a) attached hereto, Licensee is required to maintain the I-Net
for video and audio transmission as under the prior license at no charge to the City.
(b) The Licensee shall provide one (1) I-Net drop, free of charge, to each of the municipal
buildings identified in Schedule 5.5(a). Additional I-Net drops, if any, in excess of the above shall
be installed by the Licensee subject to payment by the City of the Licensee's labor and material
costs. The location of all new I-Net drops shall be determined jointly by the Licensee and the
Issuing Authority, or its designee. Licensee shall continue to maintain I-Net drops and outlets to
municipal and school buildings and classrooms wired for the same prior to the Effective Date.
(c) Unless otherwise provided herein, the City and its designated I-Net users shall be solely
responsible for any and all end user terminal interface equipment including but not limited to
modulators, demodulators and associated video production equipment.
(d) The Licensee shall be responsible for any headend, I-Net hub site or other equipment
necessary to make the I-Net function, including responsibility for the underlying I-Net or
distribution cables, wires, amplifiers and switching equipment and other equipment located at the
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headend or hub. The Licensee will continue the I-Net hub site at its current location. The Licensee
shall also be responsible for equipment to enable the I-Net to interact with the Subscriber Network
such that I-Net transmissions may be transmitted upstream to the headend via the I-Net channel
and downstream on an Access Channel. Licensee shall continue to be responsible for the
modulators for the access channels for video.
(e) The Licensee shall hold all rights and title in the physical property of the I-Net, but shall
provide the City the right to use the I-Net, free of charge, throughout the remaining term of this
Renewal License subject to the following conditions:
(1) The City may not lease out any portion of the I-Net to any third party or allow the I-Net
to be used by a third party for commercial purposes.
(f) The City shall have the right to use the I-Net, free of charge.
(g) The Licensee shall be responsible for maintenance of the I-Net in accordance with the
following provisions:
(1) Licensee shall maintain I-Net video signal quality as prescribed by FCC Rules and
Regulations, Part 76.
(2) Licensee shall reasonably determine and assign the transmit and receive frequencies for
all I-Net users subject to reasonable consultation with the users.
(3) Licensee shall determine and design the correct signal strength levels necessary at each
location.
(h) Notwithstanding any other provision herein, the City may contract with third parties jointly or
individually for additional I-Net or related services, however, no such third party may provide any
service pertaining to the underlying I-Net distribution plant for which Licensee is responsible
without Licensee's consent.
Section 5.6 - ARCHIVING
During the one year transition prior to the Access Corporation assuming responsibility for
public, educational and governmental access programming, upon request of the Issuing Authority
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or his designee, Licensee shall exercise best efforts to transfer to the Issuing Authority archived
videotapes in its possession if pertaining to Beverly and its history, subject to applicable copyright
laws.
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ARTICLE 6
SUBSCRIBER RIGHTS AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
Section 6.1 - CUSTOMER SERVICE The Licensee shall maintain a local office in the City
which shall be open a minimum from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and at other
specially designated hours to meet subscriber needs, including payment of bills, equipment
exchange and processing of complaints. Further, Licensee shall list a phone number for customer
service for its 24 hour/7 day per week customer call center and said customer service shall have
Beverly specific information about hours of local office operation, directions to the Beverly office
and address of Licensee's local studio. The Issuing Authority and Beverly Cable Commission
shall be provided with a telephone number of a Licensee administrative or government relations '
liaison responsible for Beverly matters.
Section 6.2 - TELEPHONE ACCESS
Licensee shall maintain a 24 hour, 7 day a week call center, with trained customer service
personnel, to receive and log service calls and complaints. Licensee shall comply with the FCC
standards regarding response to customer phone calls which standards are attached as Schedule
6.2 and made a part hereof.
Licensee's employees shall be informed how to respond in case of emergencies requiring
standby technicians and Licensee shall call on standby personnel when it is evident that the
complaints received are indicative of a problem affecting three (3) or more subscribers.
Section 6.3 - INSTALLATIONS, OUTAGES AND SERVICE CALLS
Licensee agrees to be bound by the customer services obligations adopted by the FCC in
47 C.F.R. § 76.309(c), as they may hereafter be amended, a copy of which is attached as
Schedule 6.2.
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Section 6.4 - INSTALLATION
(a) Licensee shall make a good faith effort to respond to all requests for aerial installation
within seven (7) days of such request, or at such other time as is mutually agreed upon by Licensee
and said subscriber. Underground installation shall be completed as expeditiously as is
practicable. If arranging appointments for installation, Licensee shall specify in advance whether
such will occur in the morning or afternoon, or a narrower interval, if possible, and will make
reasonable efforts to install at times convenient to subscribers (including times other than 9:00 AM
to 5:00 PM weekdays).
Co) Licensee shall be responsible for picking up and changing converters at subscriber's
request at no additional charge where such converter changeout is initiated by Licensee to provide
additional channels that have become available as a result of Licensee's expansion of channel
capacity. The foregoing shall apply within one year from the change of service offering. In order
to improve service, Licensee reserves the right to offer subscribers the option of bringing
converters in to a Licensee office for drop-off or exchange themselves.
Section 6.5 - MINIMUM SUBSCRIBER INFORMATION
Licensee will provide all prospective subscribers with complete, clear and concise written
information before consummation of any agreement for initial installation of cable service. Such
sales materials shall clearly disclose the price and other information concerning Licensee's lowest
cost basic service. Such information shall include but not be limited to the following:
(a) All service and rates, deposits if applicable, installation costs, additional television set
charges, service upgrade or downgrade charges, and relocation of cable outlet charges.
(b) Written information concerning billing and termination procedures, procedures for
ordering changes in or termination of services, and all refund policies, including the availability of
rebates or credits for loss of service.
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(c) Written information concerning the utilization of video cassette recorders (VCRs) with
cable services(s), including the cost for hooking up VCRs so that they function as manufactured,
and any other associated VCR costs or charges.
(d) Written information concerning the availability of special equipment such as VCR kits,
A/B switches, and lockboxes and all other equipment notifications contained in 207 CMR 10.00
et. seq.
(e) Written information concerning privacy policies, pursuant to state and federal law.
(f) Written information concerning steps to take in the event of loss of service.
Section 6.6 - PARENTAL CONTROL
(a) Upon request, and at no separate, additional charge, the Licensee shall provide
subscribers with the capability to control the reception of any channel on the Cable
Communications System.
(b) The Issuing Authority acknowledges that the parental control capability may be part of
a converter box and the Licensee may charge subscriber for use of said box.
Section 6.7 - BILLING AND TERMINATION PROCEDURES
Licensee will comply with the regulations of the Commission, 207 CMR 10.00 et. seq., as
those regulations may be amended from time to time, and will inform all prospective subscribers
of complete information about rates and charges for different levels of services and service calls,
billing and collection procedures, procedures for ordering changes in or termination of services,
and refund policies, before consummation of any agreement for installation of service. (See
Schedule 6.7 attached hereto.)
Section 6.8 - VOLUNTARY DISCONNECTION OF SERVICE
Subscribers who request full disconnection of cable service shall not be responsible for
further charges for such service upon actual termination of service or after seven (7) days notice to
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Licensee, whichever occurs first. Licensee shall make a good faith effort to disconnect service as
soon as possible after requested to do so by a subscriber. A subscriber who requests full
disconnection of cable service shall make a good faith effort to return all of his or her customer
premises equipment to Licensee's local business location or any other reasonable location Licensee
may designate. Subscribers may be charged for unreturned equipment.
Section 6.9 - BILLING DISPUTES
In the event of a bona fide billing dispute, Licensee will resolve each dispute within fifteen
(15) working days of receiving notification from the subscriber. The subscriber shall be
responsible for paying only that portion of the bill that is not in dispute. In no event shall Licensee
disconnect or assess a late payment charge from the subscriber for failure to pay bona fide disputed
bills, or portions thereof, upon notice of said dispute.
Section 6.10 - PROTECTION OF SUBSCRIBER PRIVACY
(a) Licensee shall respect the rights of privacy of every subscriber and/or user of the Cable
Communications System and shall not violate such rights through the use of any device or signal
associated with the Cable System, and as hereafter provided.
(b) Licensee shall comply with all privacy provisions contained in this Section and all
other applicable federal and state laws including, but not limited to, the provisions of Section 631
of the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 and Title 18 United States Code Section 2520.
(c) Licensee shall be responsible for carrying out and enforcing the Cable System's privacy
policy, and shall at all times maintain adequate physical, technical and administrative security
safeguards to ensure that personal subscriber information is handled and protected strictly in
accordance with this policy.
(d) Licensee shall notify all third parties who offer cable services in conjunction with
Licensee, or independently over the Cable System, of the subscriber privacy requirements
contained in this Renewal License.
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Section 6.11 - PRIVACY
Prior to the commencement of cable service to a new subscriber, and annually thereafter to
all Cable System subscribers, Licensee shall provide a comprehensive and easily understandable
written document explaining Licensee's practices regarding the collection, retention, uses, and
dissemination of personal subscriber information, and describing Licensee's policy for the
protection of subscriber privacy. In addition, Licensee and its agents or employees shall not
disclose to any third party a subscriber's name or address without obtaining affirmative consent of
the individual subscriber to the extent required by law. Any such disclosure shall be in accordance
with 47 USC 631.
Section 6.12 - POLLING BY CABLE
No poll or other upstream response of a subscriber or user shall be conducted or obtained
unless the program of which the upstream response is a part shall contain an explicit disclosure of
the nature, purpose and prospective use of the results of the poll or upstream response, unless the
program has an informational, educational function which is self evident. Licensee or its agents
shall release the results of upstream response only in the aggregate and without individual
references.
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Section 6.13 - INFORMATION WITH RESPECT TO VIEWING HABITS AND
SUBSCRIPTION DECISIONS
Licensee or its agents or its employees shall not make available to any third party,
including the City, information concerning the viewing habits, internet usage or subscription
package decisions of any individual subscriber except as required by law.
Section 6.14 - SUBSCRIBER'S RIGHT TO INSPECT AND VERIFY INFORMATION
(a) Licensee shall make available for inspection by a subscriber at a reasonable time and
place all personal subscriber information that Licensee maintains regarding said subscriber.
(b) A subscriber may obtain from Licensee a copy of any or all of the personal subscriber
information regarding him or her maintained by Licensee. Licensee may require a reasonable fee
for making said copy.
(c) A subscriber or user may challenge the accuracy, completeness, retention, use or
dissemination of any item of personal subscriber information. Such challenges and related
inquiries about the handling of subscriber information, shall be directed to Licensee's Manager of
Government Affairs.
Section 6.15 - MONITORING
Neither Licensee or its agents nor the City or its agents shall tap or monitor, arrange for
the tapping or monitoring, or permit any other person to tap or monitor, any cable, line, signal,
input device, or subscriber outlet or receiver for any purpose, without the prior written
authorization of the affected subscriber or commercial use; provided, however, that Licensee may
conduct system wide or individually addressed "sweeps" solely for the purpose of verifying system
integrity, checking for illegal taps, controlling return-path transmission, or billing for pay cable
services or pay-per-view. Licensee shall report to the affected parties and all appropriate
authorities any instances of monitoring or tapping of the Cable Communications System, or any
part thereof, of which it has knowledge, whether or not such activity has been authorized by
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Licensee. Licensee shall not record or retain any information transmitted between a subscriber or
commercial use and any third party, except as required for lawful business purposes Licensee shall
destroy all subscriber information of a personal nature after a reasonable period of time except as
authorized not to do so by the affected subscriber.
Section 6.16 -EMPLOYEE IDENTIFICATION CARDS
All of Licensee's employees, including repair and sales personnel, entering private property
must have visible employee photo-identification card.
Section 6.17 - TECHNICAL AND CUSTOMER SERVICE STAFF LEVELS
Licensee will employ enough service technicians and customer service representatives to
meet its obligations under this License.
Section 6.18 - NON-DISCRIMINATION
Licensee shall not discriminate against any person in its solicitation, service or access
activities, if applicable, on the basis of race, color, creed, religion, ancestry, national origin,
geographical location within the City, sex, affectional preference, disability, age, marital status, or
status with regard to public assistance. Licensee shall be subject to all other requirements of
federal and state regulations concerning non-discrimination.
Section 6.19 - MUNICIPAL ACCESS TO LICENSEE'S SURVEY lVIATERIALS
In the event the Licensee surveys the Beverly subscriber population to test for response to
particular programming preferences, or for other reasons, it shall, upon request of the Issuing
Authority share the results of its programming surveys so long as the Licensee does not consider
the questions and/or the results proprietary.
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ARTICLE 7
LICENSE ADMINISTRATION
Section 7.1 - REGULATORY AUTHORITY
The Issuing Authority and/or its designee(s) shall be responsible for the day to day
regulation of the Cable Communications System. The Issuing Authority shall monitor and enforce
Licensee's compliance with the terms and conditions of this Renewal License. The Issuing
Authority shall notify Licensee in writing of any instance of non-compliance and may direct that
such non-compliance be corrected within thirty (30) days to the reasonable satisfaction of the
Issuing Authority, unless a longer period is specified herein, or is mutually agreed upon by the
Issuing Authority and Licensee. Licensee will notify the Issuing Authority's designee, currently
the Cable Television Advisory Commission, of any material changes contemplated for the delivery
of service in Beverly and following such notification consult with said Commission as reasonable
to demonstrate compliance with the terms herein.
Section 7.2 - INDEMNIFICATION
(a) The Licensee shall indemnify and hold the City and its agents, harmless at all times
during the term of this License from any and all claims alleged to be caused by Licensee's
construction, installation, operation, or maintenance of any structure, equipment, wire or cable to
be installed pursuant to the License or exercise of any of its rights under this License. Upon
receipt of notice in writing from the City, the Licensee shall at its own expense defend any such
actions or proceedings. Indemnified expenses shall include without limitation, all out-of-pocket
expenses, such as attorney's fees.
(b) In order for the City to assert its rights to be indemnified, defended, or held harmless,
the City must:
(1) promptly notify Licensee of any claim or legal proceeding which gives rise to
such right;
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(2) the City shall afford the Licensee the opportunity to participate in and fully
control any compromise, settlement or other resolution or disposition of such
claim or proceeding, unless, however, the City, in its sole discretion,
determines that its interests cannot be represented in good faith by the Licensee
and further acceptance of any non-monetary settlement or term involving
injunctive relief or orders affecting the City shall be subject to City's consent;
and
(3) the City shall fully cooperate with the reasonable requests of the Licensee in its
participation in, and control, compromise, settlement or resolution or other
disposition of such claim or proceeding subject to subparagraph (2) above.
Section 7.3 - INSURANCE
(a) The Licensee shall carry insurance throughout the term of this Renewal License and
any renewal period pursuant to G.L.c. 166A, Section 5(f) with the City as a named insured (or
listed insured so long as listed status does not affect substantive rights of City available as a named
insured) with an insurance company authorized to conduct business in Massachusetts satisfactory
to the Issuing Authority indemnifying the City and the Licensee from and against any and all
claims for injury or damage to persons or property, both real and personal, caused by the
construction, installation, operation, maintenance or removal of its Cable System or cable-related
activity. The amount of such insurance against liability for damage to property shall be no less
than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) as to any one occurrence. The amount of such insurance
for liability for injury or death to any person shall be no less than One Million Dollars
($1,000,000). The amount of such insurance for excess liability shall be Five Million Dollars
($5,000,000) in umbrella form. Policy will contain a provision that the Issuing Authority will
receive thirty (30) days' written notice prior to any cancellation.
(b) The Licensee shall carry insurance against all claims arising out of the operation of
motor vehicles and general tort or contract liability in the amount of One Million
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Dollars ($1,000,000). Policy will contain a provision that the Issuing Authority will
receive thirty (30) days' written notice prior to any cancellation.
(c) All insurance coverage, including Workers' Compensation, shall be maintained
throughout the period of this Renewal License. All expenses incurred for said insurance shall be at
the sole expense of the Licensee. Policy will contain a provision that the Issuing Authority will
receive thirty (30) days' written notice prior to any cancellation.
(d) The Licensee shall provide Issuing Authority with certificate(s) of insurance for all
policies required herein on an annual basis, if requested by the City.
Section 7.4 - PERFORMANCE BOND
(a) The Licensee shall maintain at its own expense throughout the term of this License a
faithful performance bond running to the City, with at least one good and sufficient surety
licensed to do business in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and reasonable approval by the
City in the sum of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) during periods of upgrade activity.
When the Cable System upgrade is complete, the amount of the bond shall be reduced to the sum
of Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000). Said bond shall be conditioned that the Licensee
shall well and truly observe, fulfill and perform each material term and condition of this License
and that in case of any failure to comply with any term and/or condition contained herein, the
amount thereof shall be recoverable from said performance bond by the City for all amounts
resulting from the failure of Licensee to comply with any provision in this License.
(b) The performance bond shall be effective throughout the term of this License including
the time for removal of facilities provided for herein, and shall be conditioned that in the event that
Licensee shall fail to comply with any one or more provisions of this License, or to comply with
any order, permit or direction of any department, agency, commission, board, division or office of
the City having jurisdiction over its acts, or to pay any claims, liens or taxes due the City which
arise by reason of the construction, upgrade, maintenance, operation or removal of the Cable
Communications System, the City shall recover from the surety of such bond all damages up to the
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limits insured by such bond, suffered by the City as a result thereof, within thirty (30) days after a
written request for same. Said condition shall be a continuing obligation of this License, and
thereafter until Licensee has liquidated all of its obligations to the City that may have arisen from
the grant of this License or from the exercise of any privilege therein granted. Neither this Section,
any bond accepted pursuant thereto, or any damages recovered thereunder shall limit the liability
of Licensee under this License.
Section 7.5 - SERVICE INTERRUPTIONS
In the event that the Licensee's service to any subscriber is interrupted for twenty-four (24)
or more consecutive hours, it will grant such subscriber a pro rata credit, on a daily basis, of that
portion of the service charge during the next consecutive billing cycle, or apply such credit to any
outstanding balance then currently due. In the instance of an individual subscriber service
interruptions, credits shall be applied as described above after due notice to the Licensee from the
subscriber.
Section 7.6 - PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SESSIONS
The Issuing Authority may at its discretion but not more than once a year, hold a
performance evaluation session on or about the anniversary of the Effective Date of this License.
All such evaluation sessions shall be open to the public. The purpose of said evaluation sessions
shall be to, among other things, review Licensee's compliance to the terms and conditions of this
License, and hear comments, suggestions or complaints from the public. The Issuing Authority
shall provide the Licensee with thirty (30) days, advance written notice of such performance
evaluation session. The Issuing Authority shall have the right to question Licensee on any aspect
concerning the construction, installation, operation or maintenance of the Cable Communications
System. During review and evaluation by the Issuing Authority, Licensee shall fully cooperate
with the Issuing Authority or its designee, and produce such documents or other materials as are
reasonably requested by the City and which are not considered proprietary by Licensee. Licensee
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shall notify its subscribers of all performance evaluation sessions by announcements on the public
access channel of its Cable System in the evening hours for at least five (5) consecutive days
preceding each such session, provided that Licensee shall not be required to preempt its regularly
scheduled access programming to air these announcements.
Section 7.7 - NON-PERFORMANCE BY THE LICENSEE
(a) The payment of damages for violations under this License shall not be deemed to
excuse the violation.
(b) Failure of the City to enforce the performance of any term of this License shall not be
deemed a waiver of its right to insist upon the subsequent performance of that term.
Section 7.8 - LICENSE FEE ENTITLEMENT
(a) Subject to applicable law, Licensee shall, on or before March 15th of each year, submit
a license fee to the Issuing Authority as provided in Section 9 of Chapter 166A of the
Massachusetts General Laws. The number of subscribers, for purposes of this Section, shall be
calculated on the last day of each year.
(b) In accordance with applicable law, the Issuing Authority may require, if requested in
writing by the Issuing Authority, the advance payment (by Licensee) of not more than ten thousand
dollars, of the License fees due under subsection (a) above, to be payable to the City or a designee
of the City for access development or cable administration or related purposes.
Section 7.9 - NOTICE OF COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
Licensee shall periodically, and at various times of the day, present its business office and
address and publicly listed telephone number by means of alphanumeric display on its local
channel, however after May 4, 2002, Licensee may provide the foregoing infomaation to the
Access Corporation for cablecasting. Said notice shall inform subscribers of the procedures
required to request service or register a complaint.
Section 7.10 - SUBSCRIBER AND USER COMPLAINTS
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Licensee shall keep all written as well as a record of verbal complaints it receives on file in
its local business office in accordance with applicable state regulations. Should state regulatory
requirements for maintenance of complaint records be eliminated, then the Issuing Authority shall
have the right to request Licensee to reasonably maintain records of written and verbal complaints
which it receives. The Issuing Authority or its designee shall have the right to examine, review
and copy said complaints at its own expense during Licensee's business hours upon reasonable
notice.
Section 7.11 - SUBSCRIBER COMPLAINT REPORT
To the extent required by G.L.c. 166A, Section 10, and 207 CMR 7.03, Licensee shall
notify the Issuing Authority, on forms prescribed by the Commission, of complaints of subscribers
received during the reporting period and the manner in which the complaints have been met,
including the time required to make any necessary repairs or adjustments. Should the Commission
eliminate complaint reporting procedures, Licensee shall, in conjunction with the Issuing
Authority, develop an acceptable form of complaint reporting.
Section 7.12 - INDIVIDUAL COMPLAINT REPORTS Licensee shall, within ten (10) days
after receiving a request therefore, send a written report to the Issuing Authority with respect to
any complaint. Such report shall provide a full explanation of the investigation, finding(s) and
corrective steps taken.
Section 7.13 - QUALITY OF SERVICE
Where there exists credible evidence which, in the reasonable judgment of the Issuing
Authority casts doubt upon the reliability or technical quality of cable service(s), after notice to
Licensee and an opportunity to cure, the Issuing Authority shall have the right and authority to
require Licensee to test, analyze and report on the performance of the Cable System. Licensee
shall fully cooperate with the Issuing Authority in performing such testing.
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The Issuing Authority may require said tests/inspections be supervised by a mutually
agreed upon professional cable television engineer, at terms satisfactory to both the City and
Licensee, who is not an employee or agent of the Licensee of the City. Licensee shall pay for the
costs of said engineer only if the tests performed show that Licensee is not in compliance with the
standards set forth in Section 3.16 (Construction and Maintenance Standards) herein.
Section 7.14 - SERVICE INTERRUPTION REPORT
Licensee shall submit, on a form prescribed by the Commission, a list of all significant
service interruptions. Said report shall be submitted along with the Subscriber Complaint Report
required in Section 8.10 (Subscriber and User Complaints) herein.
Section 7.15 - FINANCIAL REPORTS
Pursuant to G.L.c. 166A, Section 8, the Licensee shall file annually with the Commission,
on forms prescribed by the Commission, a statement of its revenues and expenses for official use
only. In addition, Licensee shall file annually with the the Issuing Authority a Form 300 (income
statement), on forms prescribed by the Commission a Beverly-specific Form 300, upon written
request for same by the Issuing Authority. A financial balance sheet, and a certified statement of
gross revenues and statement of ownership shall be filed with the Division and Issuing Authority
on forms required by the Division., Such statements and balance sheets shall be sworn to by the
person preparing same and by the Owner or Treasurer of the Licensee. In the event the
Commission no longer requires or provides forms for such reporting, the Licensee shall annually
provide the financial information requested in a format reasonably approved by the Issuing
Authority.
Section 7.16 - NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS
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Licensee shall file annually with the Issuing Authority a report containing the number of
subscribers, which may be included as part of the annual franchise fee payment under MGL ch.
166A, s.8.
Section 7.17 - LINE EXTENSION REPORT
The Issuing Authority may require Licensee to submit a report detailing the areas in the
City in which the Cable System has been extended during said reporting period, the dates of said
extensions and the number of households capable of receiving cable service(s).
Section 7.18- NON-EXCLUSIVITY OF REMEDY
No decision by the Issuing Authority or the City to invoke any remedy under this License
or under any statute, law or ordinance shall preclude the availability of any other such remedy.
Section 7.19 - REVOCATION OF RENEWAL LICENSE
This License may be revoked by the Issuing Authority, to the extent permitted by law. Any
such revocations of this License shall be ordered after a public hearing by the Issuing Authority
subject to the appeals provisions of G.L.c. 166A, Section 4, or any other rights available to the
Licensee.
Secton 7.20 - CABLE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Issuing Authority may appoint, or continue the existing Cable Advisory Committee
and delegate to it such functions as are lawful and customary.
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ARTICLE 8
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section 8.1 - LICENSE AS CONTRACT UNDER SEAL
Upon its execution by the Issuing Authority and Licensee this License shall be deemed to
constitute a contract under seal by and between Licensee, on the one hand, and the City of Beverly,
on the other hand.
Section 8.2 - ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This instrument contains the entire agreement between the parties, supersedes all prior
agreements or proposals except as specifically incorporated herein, and cannot be changed orally
but only by instrument in writing executed by the parties.
Section 8.3 - CAPTIONS
The captions to sections throughout this License are intended solely to facilitate reading
and reference to the sections and provisions of this License. Such captions shall not affect the
meaning or interpretation of this License.
Section 8.4 - SEVERABILITY
If any section, sentence, paragraph, term or provision of this License is determined to be
illegal, invalid or unconstitutional, by any court of competent jurisdiction or by any state or federal
regulatory agency having jurisdiction thereof, such determination shall have no effect on the
validity of any other section, sentence, paragraph, term or provision thereof, all of which shall
remain in full force and effect for the term of this License.
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Section 8.5 - FORCE MAJEURE
If for any reason of force majeure either party is unable in whole or in part to carry out its
obligations hereunder, said party shall not be deemed in violation or default during the continuance
of such inability. Unless further limited elsewhere in this License, the term "force majeure" as
used herein shall have the following meaning: strikes; acts of God; acts of public enemies, orders
of any kind of the government of the United States of America or of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts or any of their departments, agencies, political subdivisions, or officials, or any
civil or military authority; insurrections; riots, epidemics; landslides; lightning; earthquakes; fires,
hurricanes; volcanic activity; storms; floods; washouts; droughts; arrests; civil disturbances;
explosions; partial or entire failure of utilities; or any other cause or event not reasonably within
the control of the disabled party.
Section 8.6 - NOTICES
Every notice to be served upon the Issuing Authority shall be delivered or sent by certified
mail (postage prepaid) to Attn: Mayor, Beverly City Hall, 191 Cabot Street, Beverly, MA 01915,
or such other address as the Issuing Authority may specify in writing to the Licensee. Every notice
served upon the Licensee shall be delivered or sent by certified mail (postage prepaid) to Attn:
Director of Government Affairs, AT&T Broadband, 6 Campanelli Drive, Andover, MA 01810-
1095 with a copy to Attn: Corporate Counsel, AT&T, 6 Campanelli Drive, Andover, MA 01810-
1095, or such other address as the Licensee may specify in writing to the Issuing Authority. The
delivery shall be equivalent to direct personal notice, direction or order, and shall be deemed to have
been given at the time of mailing or receipt.
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Section 8.7 - REMOVAL OF ANTENNAS
Licensee shall not remove any television antenna of any subscriber but shall, offer to said
subscriber and maintain an adequate switching device to allow said subscriber to choose between
cable and non-cable television reception.
Section 8.8 - SUBSCRIBER TELEVISION SETS
To the extent prohibited by law, Licensee shall not engage directly or indirectly in the
business of selling or repairing television or radio sets; provided, however, that Licensee may
make adjustments to television sets in the course of normal maintenance.
Section 8.9 - COST OF PUBLICATION
Licensee shall, upon request of the Issuing Authority within thirty (30) days of the
execution of this License, print and distribute, a maximum of twenty-five (25) copies of the
License.
Section 8.10 - JURISDICTION
Exclusive jurisdiction and venue over and dispute or judgment rendered pursuant to any
Article herein shall be in a court of appropriate venue and subject matter jurisdiction located in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, or upon appeal, other competent court or agency, and the
parties by this instrument subject themselves to the personal jurisdiction of said court for the entry
of any such judgment and for the resolution of any dispute, action, or suit arising in connection
with the entry of such judgment.
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WITNESS OUR HANDS AND OFFICIAL SEALS, THIS_ DAY OF__:_/, 2001.
Approvedas to form: CITYOF BEVERLY
Mayor
for the City of Beverl_J
This License is hereby Accepted by:
AT&T Broadband
Senior Vice President, Northeast Region
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Schedule 4.1 Initial Rates
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Schedule 4.3 Broad Categories of Programming
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SIGNAL CAR_R/AGE AND PROGRAMMING
The Licensee shall provide the following broad categoroes of programn'fi_n_:
• News programming;
• Sportsprogramming:
• Public affairs programming;
• Cb_iidren's programming;
• Entertainment prgoramming;
• Foreign language programming; and
• Local programming
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Schedule 4.4 Initial Program Services
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Schedule 5. l(c) Payments for Access Corporation
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EXHIBIT 5.1 (c)
Schedule of Annual Payments to Beverly Access Corporation
May 4, 2002 $150,000.00 (Pre-payment is possible pursuant to License.)
May 4, 2003 $153,750.00
May 4, 2004 $157,594.00
May 4, 2005 $161,534.00
May 4, 2006 $165,572.00
May4, 2007 $ i69_711.00
May 4, 2008 $173,954.00
May 4, 2009 $178,303.00
May 4, 2010 $182,760.00
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Schedule 5. l(f) Studio Equipment Inventory
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BEVERLY STUDIO INVENTORY
March 30, 2001
ITEM MAKE MODEL SERIAL LOCATION
Teleprompter Monitor Listec Video A-2012 672 Studio A
Camera 1 Sony DXC-325 13362 Studio A
Camera 2 Sony DXC-325 12076 Studio A
Camera3 Sony DXC-325 13187 StudioA
Camera 4 Sony DXC-325 13351 Studio A
Camera4 CameraAdapter Sony CA-325 12955 StudioAShelf
Camera4Eyepiece Sony DXF-325 13159 StudioAShelf
3/4" Deck Sony VP-5000 40196 Control Ran A-Rack #7
3/4" Deck Sony VP-5000 50358 Control Rm A-Rack #7
3/4" Deck Sony VP-5000 16165 Control Rm A-Rack #6
3/4" Deck Sony VP-5000 57475 Control Rm A-Rack #6
3/4" Deck Sony VP-5000 46783 Control Rm A-Rack #6
3/4" Deck Sony VP-5000 12721 Control Ran A-Rack #6
B&W Video Monitor Panasonic WV-5200BU 24100629 Control Rm A-Rack #5
B&W Video Monitor Panasonic W-5200BU 24100630 Control Rm A-Rack #5
B&W Video Monitor Panasonic VN-5200BU 24100631 Control Rm A-Rack #5
Color Trinitron Sony CVM-1271 2016934 Control Rm A-Rack #5
MC Engineering Switch N/A N/A N/A Control Rm A-Rack #5
PlaybackSwitcher Leightronix Pro-8 P8064 ControlRm A-Rack#5
Video Patch Panel Control Rm A-Rack #4
Audio Patch Panel Control Rm A-Rack #4
SVHSRecordableDeck Sony SVO-9600 11042 ControlRm A-Rack#4
Hi-8 Recordable Deck Sony EVO-9800 N/A Control Rm A-Rack #4
CG Monitor Commodore 1084S XT 1020298 Control Ran A-Rack #4
CG Commodore Amiga 2000 CA 1015775 Control Rm A-Rack #4
Tuner Kenwood ControlRmA-Rack#3
3/4" VTR Deck Sony VO-9800 71715 Control Ran A-Rack #3
B&W CameraMonitor Hitachi VM-906AU 1083268 Control Rm A-Rack #3
B&W Camera Monitor Hitachi VM-906AU 1083280 Control Rm A-Rack #3
ColorPreviewMonitor Sony PVM-1350 2000516 ControlRm A-Rack #3
TalkBack Bogen C-10 AD-05-82 ControlRanA-Rack#2
PowerAmplifier GII 75 82D01 MZ ControlRmA-Rack#2
3/4" VTR Deck Sony VO-9800 71718 Control Rm A-Rack #2
B&W Camera Monitor Hitachi VM-906AU 108320 Control Ran A-Rack #2
Keyboard Commodore "KQ-E94YC MT9211 EditOne
CGKey SuperGen SX SGX306460081 EditOne
Monitor Sony PVM-804[ Q 2005945 DubbingStation
3/4" Recordable Deck Sony VO-5850 30906 Dubbing Station
LavalierMicrophone Sony ECM-44B 200419 StudioA Shelf
LavalierMicrophone Sony ECM-44B 21406 StudioA Shelf
LavalierMicrophone Sony ECM-44B 224973 StudioAShelf
LavalierMicrophone Sony ECM-44B 230068 StudioA Shelf
LavalierMicrophone Sony ECM-55C 205306 StudioA Shelf
ShotgunMicrophone Semheiser StudioAShelf
ShotgunMicrophone Semheiser StudioAShelf
ACPowerSupply Sony CMA-8 3615 StudioAShelf
Body Pack Transmitter Shure L11-AA T934283783 Studio A Shelf
Wireless Mic Receiver Shure L4-AA R934275107 Studio A Shelf
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Body Pack Transmitter Shure L11-AA T934283784 Studio A Shelf
WirelessMc Receiver Shure L4-AA R934275108 StudioA Shelf
Portable 3/4" V-TR Sony VO-8800 14060 Studio A Shelf
Portable 3/4" VTR Sony VO-6800 11384 Studio A Shelf
Portable 3/4" VTR Sony VO-6800 10762 Studio A Shelf
Hi8Camera Sony EVW-300 12147 StudioA Shelf
Eyepiece Sony DXF-501 23390 StudioAShelf
CameraforHi8Docking Sony DXC-325 13014 StudioA Shelf
Hi8DockingDeck Sony EVW-900 10288 StudioA Shelf
Eyepiece Sony DXF-325 13565 StudioAShelf
StudioCameraAdapters Sony CA-325 12078 StudioA Shelf
StudioCameraAdapters Sony CA-325 12854 StudioA Shelf
Studio Carnera Adapters Sony CA-325 12932 Studio A Shelf
LightKit Lowell StudioAShelf
LightKit Lowell StudioAShelf
LightKit Lowell StudioAShelf
Light Kit Strand-Centu_' Studio A Shelf
Tripod Vinten Studio A
Tripod Vinten StudioA
Tripod Vinton Studio A
Light #I -Broad Studio A
Light #2-Mini Fresnel Studio A
Light #3-Nhni Fresnel Studio A
Light#5-Fresnel Strand-Century StudioA
16Hi-8Batteries StudioAShelf
Light# 1l -MiniFresnel StudioA
Light# 13-MiniFresnel StudioA
Light# 15-Elipsoidal StudioA
Light # 17-Fresnel Studio A
Light# 18-Scoop StudioA
Light# 19-MiniFresnel StudioA
Light#25-Broad StudioA
Light#26-MiniFresnel StudioA
Light#27-MiniFresnel StudioA
Light#28-MiniFresnel StudioA
Light # 29-Mini Fresnel Studio A
Light#30-Scoop StudioA
StudioCurtain(black) StudioA
Tripod 3192 w/#3066 Head Bogen Studio A
Tripod 3182 w/#3066 Head Bogen Studio A
Tripod Sachfler StudioA
Tripod 3046 w/#3063 Head Bogen Studio A
- end -
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April 12., 2001
ITEM MODEL MAKE SERIAL LOC
• Van Ford Econoline VIN#1FTEE 14NXMHA61351
Color monitor Sony Trinitron 2003016 Production van
Color monitor Sony Trinitron 2003010 Production van
B&W Video Monitor Videotek 882093 Production van
B&W Video Monitor Videotek 882094 Production van
B&W Video Monitor panasonic 58ZO3184 Production van
B&W Video Monitor Panasonic 58ZO3183 Production van
B&W Video Monitor Panasonic 58ZO3182 Production van
Special Effects Generator Sony SEG2000 Production van
Audio Amplifier Realistic SA150 Production van
Power Supply Sony CMA-8 36160 Production van
Power Supply Sony CMA-8 14948 Production van
Waveform & Vectorseope Tektronix 1780R B021697 Production van
Camera Control Unit Sony CCU-M5 12003 Production van
CameraControlUnit Sony Productionvan
Camera Control Unit Sony Production van
3A"Recorder Sony VO5800 Production van
" Recorder Sony VO5800 Production van
Time Base Corrector CCDHP Production van
12VoltBatteryCharger Productionvan
Video Distribution Amp Production van
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Schedule 5.3 BFN I-Net
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Schedule 5.3
NEW BFN INSTITUTIONAL NETWORK
(a) By February 28, 2003, Licensee shall complete construction of a new, Broadband Fiber
Institutional Network ("I-Net"). The I-Net shall be capable of transmitting video, audio, high speed
data to support services such as internet access and telephony from and among those buildings
and sites listed in Exhibit A attached hereto and made part hereof, however those buildings and
sites shall be connected in the order they are listed in Exhibit A and only to the extent they can be
included within Licensee's $330,000.00 I-Net construction budget in accordance with the License.
Said I-Net shall be capable of transmitting at standard Ethernet service speeds subject to the City
providing appropriate end-user equipment. These speeds are currently indicated at I0 mbs and
I0/I00 base-T, however, the system shall be capable of higher standards depending on use of
compatible end-user equipment. Until such new I-Net is constructed, the Licensee shall maintain
upstream video programming on the existing I-Net in accordance with the Renewal License. The
I-Net hub site shall be located and installed by Licensee at a municipal location substantially in
accordance with the attached hub site specifications. The I-Net and AT&T Broadband fiber
equipment wilt support 10 six MHz return path channels within a range of 29 six MHz channels
from each location. The I-Net and forward fiber equipment will support 78 six MHz channels
within a range of 106 six MHz channels.
(b) The Licensee shall provide and maintain one (1) I-net drop including associated node, without
charge to the City and/or any designated institutions, to each of the municipal buildings identified
in Exhibit A and connected to the I-Net subject to the terms hereof. Additional I-Net Outlets, if
any, in excess of the above shall be installed by the Licensee subject to payment by the City of
the Licensee's actual costs for time and materials plus a reasonable rate of return as provided for
under law. The location of all I-Net Nodes and Outlets shall be determined jointly by the Licensee
and the Issuing Authority, or its designee.
(c) The Licensee shall discuss the location of each Node with the appropriate officials in each I-
net building(s), prior to the installation of such Node. The Issuing Authority shall designate such
officials in writing to the Licensee. (The node shall be in the building unless the City requests that
it be external to the building.)
(d) Upon request of the issuing Authority, the Licensee may extend the I-Net to include additional
sites and/or buildings. Said extensions shall be subject to payment by the City of Licensee's
actual costs for time and materials plus a reasonable rate of return as provided for under the law.
(e) Unless otherwise provided herein, the City and its designated I-Net Users shall be solely
responsible for any and all user terminal interface equipment including, but not limited to,
modems, routers, bridges, modulators, demodulators and associated computer and video
production equipment, however, Licensee shall be responsible for providing and maintaining one
modulator and demodulator supporting each activated Public, Educational and Governmental
Access video channel, Licensee will also be responsible for providing and maintaining the
underlying I-Net fibers, optical transmitting and receiving electronics (including common circuits
and power supplies). At the I-Net hub, AT&T Broadband I-Net fibers will be terminated and for
terminating the fibers AT&T Broadband will provide and maintain a fiber management system in
racks with SCAPC connectors. (Exhibit D attachments illustrate the kind of nodes and I-Net hub
equipment to be provided by Licensee within the stipulated budKet, but Licensee reserves the
right to use alternative functionally similar models.) AT&T Broadband will terminate fibers in wall
mount units at each location. If needed, AT&T Broadband will replace the existing two modulators
and demodulators now in use for PEG access channels. The Licensee shall also be responsible
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for equipment to enable the I-Net to interact with the Subscriber Network such that I-Net
transmissions may be transmitted upstream to the Headend via the I-net channel and downstream
on a PEG Access Channel.
(f) The City shall provide the Licensee with appropriate space for the I-Net Hub Site. The
Licensee and the City agree to work jointly to ensure said space meets the criteria listed in Exhibit
B attached hereto.
(g) For the term of this Renewal License, the Licensee shall hold all rights and title in the I-Net but
shall provide the City the exclusive right to use the I-Net, free of charge, throughout the term of
this Renewal License, provided that the City may not lease out any portion of the I-Net to any third
party or allow the I-Net to be used by a third party for commercial purposes.
(h) The I-Net shall be operated and maintained, at a minimum, in compliance with applicable FCC
Technical Specifications. In the event that there are technical problems with the I-Net, excluding
any devices, hardware or software not under the control or ownership of the Licensee and
installed by the City or other User, the Licensee shall use its best efforts to resolve the technical
problem as soon as practicable. Should the problem continue, the Issuing Authority and the
Licensee shall meet to discuss a resolution of such problem, including the possibility of a
performance test by Licensee of the I-net, if appropriate.
(i) The I-net shall be operated, maintained and serviced by the Licensee pursuant to Exhibit C,
attached hereto and made a part hereof. The Licensee and a representative of the City shall
meet to discuss operation of the I-net pursuant to Exhibit C.
(j)The City shall have the right to use the I-Net free of charge for such applications as are
compatible with the I-Net, subject to the City providing compatible end-user equipment and
software. The City may use the I-Net to provide Internet access to municipal and school locations
along the I-Net, provided however it is the City's sole responsibility to secure access to an Internet
gateway.
(k) The Licensee shall be responsible for 100% of the cost of constructing the I-Net to the sites
listed in Exhibit A of Schedule 5.3 (not including end-user equipment), subject to rate pass-
through in accordance with applicable law and the terms of this renewal license (e.g., limitation on
number of sites based on budget).
(1)The new I-Net to be provided hereunder shall be usable for and compatible with the City's
existing access video equipment and modulators.
(m) The I-Net will provide 4 active fibers to each location. Two fibers will support broadband (one
forward and one return spectrum) with use determined by the City plus two fibers (fibers 3 & 4, the
second pair) will support any use as determined by the City.
(n) The I-Net frequency ranges are between 5 and 180 mhz in the return frequencies (allowing
any I0 active return 6 MHz channels from each location within said range) and between 222 and
860 mhz in the forward range (allowing 78 channels within said range).
See further information in attachments
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BEVERLY MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
I-LOOP in priority order
1. City Hall
191 Cabot Street ,
Andrew Wood, Information Systems Manager
978-921-6000
IA. New Access Corporation Studlo(address to be determined)
2. Public Services
14g ParkStreet
Michael Collins, Director of Publie Services
978-921-6053
3. City Hall Annex
188 Cabot Street
Andrew Wood, Information Systems Manager
97g-921-6000
4. Public Safety Headquarters
New Public Safety Building (currently being planned)
near 181 Elliott Street
Kenneth Pclonzi, Director of Public Safety
978-922-2424
5. Emergency Management Office
Emergency Management Garage and Operations Center
43 L.P. Henderson Road
Mark Foster, Emergency Management Director
978-922-56S0
6. Main Library
Beverly Public Library
32 Essex Street
Thomas Seully, Library Director
978-921-6062
7. Beverly Farms Branch Library
Beverly Farms Branch Library
24 Vine Street
Thomas Scully, Library Director
97S-921-6062
8. Council on Aging
Senior Center
90 Colon Street
Leslee Breen, Director
978-92l -6017
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9. School Administration Building
McKay Elementary School
131 McKay Street
Elizabeth Fratteroli, Principal
97S-921-6121
10. School Transportation Office
25 Sohier Road
Judy Mulli_, Business Manager
921-6100
11. Beverly High School
100 Sohier Ro-,ul
Wil liana Foye, Principal
978-921-6132
12. Briscoe Middle School
20 Sohier P.oad
John Aucone, Pnncipal
978-921-6103
13. Memorial Middle School
502 Cabot Street
Donna Ienko
97S-921-6110
14. Recreation Department
55 Ober Street
Joan Fairbank, Director of Recreation
978-921-6067
15. West Street Fire Station
West and Hale Streets
Kcmlcth Pelonzi, Director of Public Safety
978-922-2424
16. tNew Brimb'.d Avenue Fire Station (currently being planned)
opposite 133 Brimbal Avenue
Kenneth Pelonzi, Director of Public Safety
978-922-2424
17. Various Schools (should be done as a group)
Choices Altcmative School
130Q Cummings Center
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Ay_s/R.yal Side Elementary School
40 Woodland Avenue
Rhonda Gauthier, Principal
978-92 I-611 fi
Centerville Elementary School
William Foley, Jr., Principal
17 Hull Street
97:q-92 t-6120
Cove Elementary School
20 Eisenhower Avenue
Elizabeth Fratteroli, Principal
978-921-6121
Hannah Elementary School
41-R Brhnbal Avenue
3acqueline Rapisardi, Principal
978-921-6126
James L. N'fcKeown Elementary School
70 Balch Street
Colleen McBride, Principal
978-921-83 03
No_'th Beverly Elementary School
4S Pumam Street
Thomas Kokas, Principal
978-921-6130
Patten Elementary School (located in the High School building)
26 1_,ussell Street
Clayton Stackpole, Principal
978-921-6139
18. Airport
l..P. Henderson Road
Robert Mezzetti, Airport Manager
978-921-6072
19. l-tarber Management Authority
Beverly Harbor Center
11 Cabot Street
Daniel McPherson, Harbotmaster
97_-921-6059
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Institutional Network Hub Specifications
The Institutional Network hub is a mini-headend located within the community to process video,
audio, telephony and data services at the local level to and among connected I-Net sites listed in
Exhibit A. The I-Net hub will be located in a City building, school or other location designated by
the community. This hub location will also serve as a backbone connections linking the AT&T
Broadband master headend facility to forward PEG access (video and audio) and studio signals
for insertion onto the forward residential network. The community will be responsible to provide
adequate space, electrical powering, ventilation, security, and reasonable access for cabling and
maintenance. The equipment used in an I-net hub will vary depending on the license
commitments and contractual obligations with the community.
I-Net Hub Physical Space and Electrical Requirements:
l. Provide sufficient space to accommodate one or more racks of equipment measuring
approximately 70" tall, 26" wide and 30" deep. This includes front and rear access to the rack with
24" doors. The exact number of racks is determined from final design and depends on equipment
requirements of a particular community to fulfill the franchise obligation.
2. Electrical outlet will be a separate 20 amp service from a circuit breaker panel to each equipment
rack(s) using a MIMA L5-20 twist lock connector or equivalent.
3. Equipment location will require ventilation and/or air conditioning to maintain a reasonably
consistent operating environment. The temperature should be consistent within an operating
range of 60 to 80 degrees.
4.. Equipment will be located in a secure area with access limited to mutually agreed upon City
designated personal and AT&T Broadband technicians.
5. Access to equipment will be needed by designated AT&T Broadband employees for installation,
repair and maintenance during and after normal business hours.
!=I.6.._.__.Apathway through the building from the designated I-net hub equipment room location to the [
outside cable will be necessary to route fiber optic cable and hard-line coax for signal distribution.
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The Licensee shall maintain an I-net as prescribed by FCC Rules and Regulations, 47 C.F.R. 76.
The foregoing being applicable to video but not data, Licensee shall maintain the I-Net for data
transmissions in accordance with reasonable industry data standards. In order to ensure that the
I-Net properly transmits data, Licensee shall periodically or as needed conduct continuity checks.
When the I-Net is constructed, upon written request of the City, AT&T Broadband will provide an
"optical link loss budget" for fiber terminations for the 4 active fibers (not the spare fibers).
Installed fiber will have on average .5 db optic loss per mile.
The Licensee shall determine and assign the transmit and receive frequencies for all I-net users,
with reasonable consultation with the City's designee, and advise the Issuing Authority of such
frequencies in writing.
The Licensee shall determine and design the correct signal strength levels necessary at each
location identified in Exhibit A of this Renewal License.
The City may install its preferred equipment, provided, however, the data equipment to be used
has been pre-approved by Licensee in advance of the connection to the I-net, which pre-approval
shall not be unreasonably denied. Pre-purchase approval is recommended. Licensee shall
designate an individual person
To be available for handling such pre-approval requirements and I-Net questions.
The City shall designate a certified, experienced data communications professional (ex., MIS/LAN
manager, network engineer, consultant, etc.). This person shall be responsible and accountable
to the City for, among other things, all setup and ongoing operations of LAN to LAN connectivity
over the I-Net, excepting portions of I-Net under AT&T Broadband's responsibility.
The Licensee's role in supporting free data transmission shall be limited to the services outlined
above.
Any user who causes interference or renders the I-Net system ineffective shall be notified and
disconnected by the Licensee after prior consultation with the Issuing Authority and prior notice to
any such user. Upon resolution of such issue a disconnected user shall be re-instated at the
request of the Issuing Authority.
Attachments
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The following attachments illustrate the kind of nodes and I-Net hub equipment to be provided by
Licensee within the stipulated budget, but Licensee reserves the right to use alternative
functionally similar models.
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Brozdband Fiber Network
DiscU_,_.ion:
The BFNInstitutional Network (I-NET) design is an all fiber network utilizing a star
architecture emanating from the hubsite located within the community to all other
remote locations. Each location utilizes four-fiber connectivity from the community
hubsite to each remote location. One fiber pair supports a bi-directional communication
link to transport all broadband services between locations on the network. The second
fiber pair is dedicated for the communities exclusive use under the terms of the
franchise agreement.
Desiq....Crii_r|a"
The broadband segmenLsupports a bi-direct_onai communications link to all network
locations utilizing the spectrum between 222-860Mhz for the forward distribution, and
5-180Mhz for the return path. An optional fiber link between the AT&T Headend
facility and the community hubsite may be consi:ructed to transport PEGand ACCESS
channels inserted into the residential network.
The BFNadvantage over coax includes:
• No acl_#e field electronic components to cause disruptions in service
• No monthly recurring power supply or other operating cost
No preventative or routine maintenance required to field components
o Greatly increased life expectancy of the network before replacement
• Increased bandwidth and data handling capacity over coax
• Not subjected to ingress, plant related inf.erference's and distortions
® Greater potential for future expandabiiity
$_¢_ficaUons
Equipment: ANTEC or Synchronous Optical Node at all community Iocati;ons
Design: Forward" 222 to 860Mhz / Return: 5 to 180Mhz
Channel Capacity: 106 Forward Channels/:29 Return Channeb
Channel Loading: 78 Forward Channeb/10 Return Channels
Signal Level: REoutput level from the node is bebveen +30-45dbmv
Drop Capacity: 1 drop to 500 feet, 2 drops to 250 feet, 4 drops to 100 f_=ze_t
Distortions: C/N greater than -48db typical
CTB less than -50dbc typical
CSO less than --60dbc typical
Powering: IIOVAC / 25 wa_s rn_<imum
OptJca;: 13!Ohm wavelength transmi'_r/I20,0 _.,_16OOnrnwavelength receive
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Schedule 5.5(a) Existing I-Net Sites ("Old I-Net")
BEV-TV Studio, Tozer Road
City Hall
Beverly Public Library (Main Branch)
Council on Aging
Beverly High School
Memorial Middle School
Briscoe Middle School
McKeown Elementary School
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Schedule 6.2 Customer Service Obligations
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EXHIBIT.
FCC CUSTOI"V[ER SERVICE OBLIGATIONS - 47 CFR §76.309
Sec. 76.309 Customer service obligations.
(a) A cable franchise authority may enforce the customer service standards set forth m
paragraph (c) of this section against cable operators. The franckise authority must provide affected
cable operators
ninety (90) days want-ten notice of its intent to enforce the standards.
Co) Nothing in this rule should be construed to prevent or prohibit:
(1) A franchising authority and a cable operator from agreeing to customer ser_ace
requirements that exceed the standards set forth in paragraph (c) of this section;
(2) A ffa.uchism_ authority, from enforcing, through the end of the franchise te,.-rn, pre-
existing customer sere'ice requirements that exceed the standards set forth m para_o-raph (c) of _ts
secnon and are contained tn current franchise agreements;
(3) Any State or any franchising author'it3' fi'om enacting or enforcing any cons ,u.mer
protection law, to the extent not specificaIly preempted hereto; or
(4) "l"ne establishment or enforcement of any State or municipal law or regulation
concermng customer service that imposes customer service requ/rements that exceed, or address
matters not addressed by the standards se', for"& m paragraph (c) of this section.
(c) Effective July 1, 1993, a cable operator shall be subject to the following customer
ser'vace standards:
(I) Cable system office hours and telephone availabiIiW
(i) The cable ope._tor war1 rnamtam a local, tolI-free or collect call tel_.phonc
access line which will be avatlable to its subscribers 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
(A) Trained company representatives will be available to respond to
customer telephone inquiries during normal business hours.
03) After no.,-mal business hours, the access line may be answered by a
se_-ice or an automated response systerr_, including an answering machine. Inquiries received after
normal business hours must be responded to by a trained company representative on the next
business day.
(ii) Under normal operatxng conditions, telephone answer tame by a customer
representative, including wait tune, shaIl not exceed thirty (30) seconds when the cormection is
made. If the call needs to be transferred, transfer tune shall not exceed th.u'ty (30) seconds. These
sta.ndards shall be met no less than ninety (90) percent of the .time under normal operaung
conditions, measured on a quarterly basis.
(iii) The operator will not be required to acqua'e equipment or performs_,_)_
to measure compliance with the telephone answering standards above unless an historical record of
complaints indicates a cle_ failure to comply.
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(iv) Under normal operating conditions, the customer will receive a busy signal
less than three (3) percent of the time.
(v) Customer servace center and bill payment locations will be open at least
dunng normal business hours and will be conveniently located.
(2) Installations, outages and service cails. Under normal operating conditions, each
of the following four standards wall be met no less than ninety five (95) percent oft_he time
measured on a quarterly basis:
(i) Standard installations will be performed within seven (7) business days after
an order has been placed. "Standard" installations axe those that are located up to 125 feet from the
existing distribution system.
(ii) Exclud_mg conditions beyond the con_-ol of the operator, the cable operator
will begun working on "service interruptions" promptly and m no event later than 24 hours aRer the
interruption becomes known. The cable operator must begun actions to correct other service
problems the next business day after notification of the service problem.
(iii) The "appoinm,,em window" ahernatives for installations, servace cat[s, and
other installanon activities will be either a specific _rne or, at max.imun_ a four-hour time block
dunng normal business hours. (The operator may schedule service calls and other installation
acti,qties outside of normal business hours for the express convenience of the customer.)
(iv) .An op_m-ator may not cancel _ appointment with a customer after the close
of
business on the business day prior to the scheduled appointment.
(v) It"a cable operator representative is ruzming late for an appointment ,aqth a
customer and will not be able to keep the appointment as scheduled, the customer will be
contacted. The appointment v_411be rescheduled, as necessary, at a time which is convenient for
the customer.
(3) Communications between cable operators and cable subscnbers
(i) Notifications to subscribers
(A) The cable operator shall provide ,,,n-Jrten information on each of the.
following _eas at _,e time of mstallauon of service, at least annually to alt subscr,.bers, and at. a_'n.v
ume upon request:
(1) Products and set,aces offered;
(2) Pnces and options for prograrrumng sen-ices and cond:tioas o:
subscmption to pro_mmm__mng and o£qer services;
(3) Installation and s_.ervicemaintenance policies;
(4) instructions on how to use the cable sere'ice;
(5) Channel positions programming carried on the system; an.d,
(5") Billing and complaint procedures, including the address and
telephone number of the local franc.hise authority's cable office.
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(B) Customers will be notified of any changes in rates, programming
services or channel posit-ions as soon as possible m writing. Notice must be given to subscribers a
mmtmum of thirty (30) days in advance ofsuch changes if the change is wathm the.control of the
cable operator. In addition, the cable operator shall notify subscribers thirty. (30) days m advance
of any significant changes in the other information required by paragraph (c)(3)(i)(A) of thas
section. Notwithstanding any other provision of Part 76, a cable operator shall not be required to
prov:de prior notice of any rate change that is the result of a regulatory fee, franchise fee, or any
other fee, tax., assessment, or charge of any kind imposed by any Federal agency, State, or
franchising authority on the transaction between the operator and the subscriber.
(ii) Billing
(A) Bills will be clear, concise and understandable. Bills must be fully
itemized, with itermzations inc!udmg, but not limited to, basic and premium servace charges and
equipment charges. Bills will also clearly delineate all activity during r.he billing period, including
optiot,.al charges, rebates and credits.
03) In case of a billing dispute, the cable operator must respond to a
written complaint from a subscriber with.m 30 days.
(iii) Relad.nds. Ret;..,nd checks w';Jl be issued promptly, but no later than ei:her--
(A) The customer's next billing cycle following resolution of the reques"
or _.lrry (30) days, whichever is earlier, or
(B) The return of the equipment supplied by :he cable operator if serv:cc
is term.mated.
(iv) Credits. Credits for service will be issued no later than the customer's nex:
bilhng cycle follov_,ng the determination that a credit is warranted.
(4) Def'midons
(i) Normal business hours. The tc_m "normal business hours" means those
hours during which most similar businesses in the community are open to serve customers• kn all
cases, "normal business hours" must include some evening hours at least one night per week a.nd.'or
some weekend hours.
•(ii) Normal operatang conditions. The term "normal operating con_nons"
means those sere'ice conditions which are v,nthin the control of the cable operator. Those
condinons which are not wathin the control oft.he cable operator include, but are not ii_Jtcd to,
natura! d_sasters, civil disturbances, power outages, telephone network outages, and severe or
unusual weather condmons. Those conditions which are ordinarily witbxn the control of me cable
operator mclude, but are not hrmted to, special promotions, pay-per-view events, rate increases,
regular peak or seasonal demand penods, and maintenance or upgrade of the cable system..
(iii) Sen'ice interruption. The term "service interruption" means the loss of
picture or sound on one or more cable channels.
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Section
10,Of: BillinEPracticesNotice
I0.02: Services,P,.atcsandChargesNotice
I0,O3: Form of Bill
I0.04: AdvanceBillingand IssuanceofBills
I0.05: BillingDue Dates.Delinquency,LateChargesand Tem'dnationofService
10.06: Charges for Disco_ecdon or Do_zn£,'radmgof Service
10.O7: Billing Disputca
10.08: Security Deposits
}O.OI: B:ll:n?Pr_c_:c_s.._odce
(I) Everycabletelevisionperatorshall _ve written notice ofitsbilling practices topotential
subscribers before a subscription a_ccment is reached. Such notice shall include practices
rela.ti.ngto the CTcq.ucn_and tirrdng of bills, payment requirements ncc_ssar,,to avoid account
delinquent"y,billingdisputeresolutionprocc.duresandlatepaymentpc.naJties.
(2) A copy of the cable ',elevision operator's billJ.ngpractices notice, work order and sample
subscriber bdJ shall bc 6ted by March 15d_ of each ycaz with the Comuvusaiom the issuing
au_oriry, and the company's local ol_ce, where they shall be available for public inspection
It" an operator amends its billlng pracxices notice, work order or subscriber bill a.9.ersubrr.,_:ting
the a.r_nualfiling, it shall Sic copies of the amendments v,ith the ComrrJssiort, the issuing
authori,"y and _hecompa_'_y'slocal o_ce.
(3) At Ic..L_30 days prior to implementing a chan_,cof one olios billing pr'acdces, the cable
television operator sha.Unotify in ,.,zfiting the Commission, the issuing authority and all affected
subscribers of the change and include a description of the chaneed pra_ice.
(4) S_c.ments about bdIL'_gprac:dcesin work orders, marketing, materials and other documents
shall be consistent with the billing practices notice.
}0,32 S.':',-ic_--tR_._ _nd C'h_r_.-'s_odce
(1) The cabletalc-visionoperatorshallgivenoticeofitservices,ratesand chargestopotential
subscribers before a subscription a_reement is reached
(2) At lea.st30 days prior to imp}ementing an increase in one of its rates or charges or a
subs_a.ntiaJchanse in the number or type ot"pro_am.,'rdng services, the operator sha[[ notify, in
writing, the Corru'russion. the issuing au{hort!y and all affected subscribers of the cha.ng_ and
indud," a description of the inert.a-.sealrate or chaxgc. The notice shaUlist the old.and he,.,,"rate
or ch_ge a_cLifapplicable,theoldand ne_ pro_am;nJngset'Acesprovid.,xl.
(3) Every cable telc;ision operator shall _lly disclose in writing all of its pro_am.rrJng
ser',Accsand rates, upon request from a subsc,'ibcr
(4) Eve,,"/ cable tete',ision operator shall Fully dis:lose m '_,,'riting all of its char_es [or
insta3lafion, discon.ncction, down_ades and up__adcs, recor,.ne_ion_ addhionaJ outl:ts, and
rental purchase and/or replacement due to da.ma_-,or {hcfi of cquipmenl or d_ices used m
relationtocablese.".Aces,upon requestfroma subscriber.
(5) Every c..a_hlctrJc.'_s*cno_.:'a_or shall Fro'4de _,ntt_n not:co o,_thccharge, if any. for ser,i::
visits and under '.,,'hat circums:ances such ch,._:_c_.ill bc imposed, u_n request _om a
subscriber
(6) A copy ofthe -"abl_ operator's programminc se.".ices, r._cs and char z.':sshall be Fried by
March I_h or each y_._, ..vith Ihe Commission. the issuing au:hcn{y and mc company's !oc_l
ol_cc where h shall be made available For ;_ublic mspez'ion If an op:ratsr amends :isnotice
.__fterIhe ar,nu_! ."..img._[ shall file a cop)- of :he amendm_n_,-:_.h'he Corr,;_a_sicn. the :_s,;m_
:_uth(:r_;y3r.d the:: 3mT_&.n..'slocal o_c.-.
._-. ....... ... .
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10.02: continued
• ('7) A cable operator shall not charge a subscriber for any service or equipment that the
subscriber hasnocaf_rmatively requested by name. This provision, however, shall not preclude
the addition or deletion of a specific program from a service offenng, the addition or deletion
of specific cha.rmelsfrom an exJstine tier of service, or the restructuring, or division of'e-'dsting
tiers or'service thacdo not result in a fi_ndamental change in the nature ofaa existing service or
tier of service.
.L_L03 Form of Bill
(I) The bill shall contain the fo[lowin__ ird'orrnation in dear, concise a_d understandable
fan.age and Format:
(a) the name, local address and telephone number of the cable television operator. The
telephone number shot] be displayed in a conspicuous location on the bill and shall be
accomparded by a statement that the subscriber may call tiffs number with any questions or
complaints about the bill and or subscribers tights under 207 CM:R. 10.07 in :he ever_t of a
billing dispute;
Co) the period of time over which each chargeable service is billed including prorated
periods a.sa result o[establish.ment and terrrfination ofser',Ace:
(c) the dates on which individually charBeable services were rendered or an'; applicabie
credits were applied:
(d) _pE"_te ite.mu]-ationof e.ach tare or charge levied or credit applied, inctudmB but not be
LLrrdte_lto. basic, premium service and equipment char_e.s, a.s weU a.s any ,ar_t, pay-per-view
or per kern char_,es:
(e) the a.mountof_e b_ for ',.hec'J,"rentbilling period, sepazate from an.','prior balance due:
(f) the date on _hJch payment is due from the subscriber.
(2) Cable operators may identify, as a separate line item of each rec"ular subscriber bill the
foUow_ng:
['a) The amount of the totalbillassessedas a ffanc,hlsel e and the '_ "'".'l_e,",,h, Of the
fra.nc_sing authority, to whom the fee is paid;
Co) The amount of'the total bill assessed to satisfy,any requirements impese_ on the cable
operator by the fi'anchJseagreement to support public, educational, or goven',,mental channels
or the useof such channels;
(c) The amount ofanv other fee. tax. assessment,or charge ofanv ]rind imposed by any
_overru'nentaJauthorit'y on the tr-a,n.sac:ionbetween the operator and the subscriber In order
fora _overru'nental Feeor assessment to be separately identified under 20";"C._C"{ 10.03, it
must be db',,_,lyu'nposedby a _overru'nemal body on a transac',ion be'ween a subscriber and
an operator.
(3) AJI itemized costs shall be direct and ve,'ifable. Each cable operator shall maintain a
document in its public Fdewhich shall be available upon request, that pro_des _heaccounting
justiScation for all itenu.zed costs appearin_ on the bill.
tO 0._ -_d__nc*_Bi!lin_o and i_uanc-_ of Bi!l
(l) In the absenceof a license pro'Asion further limJtinB the period ofadvance biilJng, a cable
operator may, under urfiZormnondiscriminatory terms and conditions, require pa_,'mentnot more
than two months prior to the last day of a service period.
(2/ A c_le sub_.cribcrmay volunta.fJy offer and a cable opera_or rr,a'.¢accept a,_,.ar,ce p_/m:,'=.ts
forpenod_ _eater than two mo_ths
(3) Upon rcquesL a r..able_.-!e,Asionoperator shall pro',ide subscribers '_'_tha :,.n:ttn statement
of account for each billing period and a final bill at the time ofd_sconnec:ion
(1) Subs,.'-r_bcrpa','ment ,s d..;e on thedue date marked on the b:l!. _i"uzh._haiI :,e _ ::_:_ -_r.'.-,m
and ;n no c_,:' .'_statement t_,a: the bd! _sd,-.-"upon receipt. fh: du_ '_a'.-:sn_.i_r.o. bc I.--_ "b,:_r,
ft..: bu_m-__,_C.}..; foilo,_=n_: '..'.e,_.,aih=zda,e." the bill
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I005 continued
(2) A subscriber account shall not be considered delinquent unless payment has not been
received by the company at least 30 days at_er the bill due date.
(3) The Folio'wine;provisions shall apply to the imposition oflate char_eson subscribers:
(a) A cable television operator shall not impose a late charge on a subscriber unless a
subscriber is delinquent, the operator has given the subscribera _'ritten late charge notice
in a clear and conspicuous manner, and the subscriberhasbeen given at least eight business
days from the date ofddinquen_' to pay the balancedue.
('b) A charge o[ no', more than S% ot- {.hebalancedue may be imposed asa one-time late
charge.
(c) No latechar__emay beassessedon theamountofabillindispute.
(4) A cabletelevisionperatorshallnotterminatea subscriber'sserviceunlessthesubscriber
isde.I.LnquenLthecableope_torhas__venthesubscriberaseparatewTi_ennoticeoFterrrdnacion
i,na cle.v and conspicuousmanner, and the subscriber hasbeengiven at least eight businessdays
From the mailing of the notice ofterrrunation to pay the balancedue. A notice of terrrunadon
shallnotbe mai}edtosubscribersunti)a_lerthedate ofdelinquency.
(5) A cable television operator shall not assessa late charge on a bill or discontinue a
subscnber'scabletelevisionservicesolelybecauseofthenonpaymentofthedisputedportion
ofa bE]dur4_gthe_nod establishedby 207 CM]R.I0.07forregistrationofa complaim'_iththe
operatororduringtheprocessofadisputeresolutionmechanismreco_-u.zedund,'r20T CNL-R.
1007
(6) Any charge for r_rumed check.ssha.3be r_sonabty related _.othe cos_,sincurred by the cable
company m processing such checks.
!0 06 Ch._r_'_ for Di_cr',_.ne'_tionor Oo,,.,._er_dina_ofSet-vic(:
(1) A c,.a.bletele',asionoperator may Lmposea char__ereasonably re!ated to the cos_ incurred for
a dotTLer,ade of sen,ice, except thai no such charge may be imposed when"
(a) A subscriber requesLstotal discormection from cable service; or
CO) A subscriberrequeststhedowngrade,,_&h.Jn{.he30day periodfo{Iov,4.ngthenoticeof
a rate increase or a substantial change in thenumber or type Of prograrru'rdng services
r_lau'.e to the semite(s) in question
(2) If a subscriber requests dtscormection from cable te!evision set-'deeprior to th: effective
date at" an increase in rates, the subscriber shall not be charged the increased rate it" ,he cab}e
television operator fails to discoranect service prior to the effective date. A.nv subscri,b_r who
has paid in advance for the ncx'_billin_ period and who requests discormecuon from ser"._ceshall
receive a prorated refund of any amounts paid in advance.
l0 07 BillinE Disp,:_s
t
(1) Every. cable television operator shall establish procedures for prompt investigation of any
billing dispute registered byasubscnber The procedure shall provide at le_t 30 days from the
due date of the bLl.lfor the subscriber to resister a complaint. The cable television operator shall
no{i@ the subscriber of the result of _{s investigation and give an explanation for its decision
v,,it,_Jn30 working days of receipt ofth: complaint.
(2) The subscriber shall forfeit any n.,Shtsunder 207 CNC:'.1007 if he or she f._!s :o pay :he
undisp,ated balance '_ti"dn 30 days.
(.3) ..Mw subscriber in d:sagreeme_: with _he resuRs of the cable leie,,is_on operator's
m,...'s:fga_on shall promptly mqu:re a_cut and take advantage of any complaint rcsolu.,ion
mecharasm, fan-nat or _rffo,r:-r,,al.a'.-_ulab!eunder the license or 'hrough :he ,ssum;_ a',.::hont,,.
befcr." :::_ Commass,on may acc.-'pt a ..".'=:wonfiled under 207 C?.L---'R.I0 07(4)
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• (a) The subscriber or the cable television operator may petition the Cornrrussion to resolve
disputed mailers vAthin .30days orany final action. Final action under 20"/'CM_ 10.07(.3) shall
be deemed to have occurred .30days aher the filin_ ofa complaint.
(5) Upon recApt of a petition, the Commission may proceed to resolve the dispute if all parties
a_'ee to submit the dispute to the Commission and be bound by the Commission's decision _nd
the Con'_s.sion obta.in.sa statementsito_edby the parties indicating that agreement. In resolving
the dispute, the Commission may receive either written or oral statements From the parties, and
may conduct its own investigation. The Corru'rJssion shall then issue a decision based on the
record a_ the pa_rdeshaJJreceive written notification of the decision and a statement of reasons
therefor.
(1) A cable operator shall not require From a_y cable subscriber a security deposi{ for
conveners or other equipment in e.xcessof'the cost or'the equipment
(2) The cable ogera_or sh_ pay interest ',o the cable subsc,'-iber at a rate ot"7% per year For any
deposit held for six months or more. and such interest shah accrue Fromthe date :he depose',is
made by the cable subscriber. Interest shall be paid an,nuallyby the cable operator to the cable
subscriber, either as a direct payment or as a credit to the cable subscriber's account
(3) W',thJ.n30 daysa..,fierlh eturnoi'theconveneroro,,herequipmenLthecableopera,.orshall
reru,_ the secuntz,." deposit plus any accrued inieres,,lo the cable subscriber, either _ a direc:
payment or as a credit to the came subscriber's account.
R.EGU'LATORY AUTHORITY
207 C,X,{R10.00:47 U.S.C. § 552. MG.L.c. 166.-k. §§ 2A. 3. 5(I). 10. 16 and i7.
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